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No. 6.
these second and third daily lines, in no other

I
John T. Temple, then a clerk in the depart-) public, and had it been of importance, the in- appears to have been sixteen thousand six hun- light
than that of a premium paid by the depart
compensation is much too great for dred and sixty-six dollars, sixty-six and two third Iment to one line of passenger coaches, tending to
men/, made out a bid in the name of Asahel creased
r
cents. The allowance of this money, and its i
Savery, of Michigan, by which he offered to the additional service rendered.
it the ascendency over every other line. A
application, are alike remarkable. There were give
j
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
It is stated in thereport of the 18th of also certain pecuniary transactions of a private, Striking
case, in illustration of this view, occurs
transport the mail on horseback on that route
;
JAMES. K. REMICH.
once in two weeks, for $3,000, or once a week April, 1832, (Doc. 212, p. 2,) that James Ree nature between these contractors and some of the iin the agreement above referred to. Stockton
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the-Meeting- House. for $3,500 a y»ar which was accepted. There side
Neill are the contractors on the line from
is the contractor for the transportation officers of the department, which came under and
i
i
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
was afterwards a representation made by of
i the mail on the route from Philadelphia to the notice of your committee, which, in their Washington, Penn, to Wheeling. Reeside and
others
are contractors on the route from Philadel
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— Asahel Savery, in the handwriting of John New York, in four horse post coaches, daily, opinion, merit consideration.
<
by Pittsburgh and Washington to Wheeling
Some time in thé year 1832, O. B. Brown ap- phia,
]
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which T. Temple, stating that the bid was too low, ;at an annual compensation of 6,000 dollars,
—thus running two lines from Wheeling upon
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No and that he should suffer very heavy loss by for four years from the 1st day of Jan. 1832. plied to Slaymaker for a small loan of money, ■the same route. By the agreement referred to,
($300)
which Slaymaker accordingly lent him, 1
By
the
report
of
the
3d
of
March,
1834,
the
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub the contract. The distance is two hundred
but took no note, and made no. memorandum of Reeside stipulated to run that route no oftener
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
and fifty miles. The fair value of the service contract is stated at twice a day, and the an the transaction, which took place in the presence than
each alternate day; in consideration of
1
nual compensation (Doc. 138, p. 186,) at
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for does not exceed $1,200 or $1,500.
of no one but themselves. _ At another time Mr. which, Stockton and Neill agreed to carry his
1
20,500
on each of the other alternate days, without
The Postmaster General upon this repre
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
Brown asked Slaymaker if he could lend him mail
i
except at the option of Reeside.
three thousand dollars at the usual rate of inter- compensation
,
sentation, made an additional allowance of He was allowed (p. 187,) for extra ser
charged for its insertion.
vices, a yearly compensation of
5,125 est. This also was promised, and some time af The transportation of the mail is treated as a
$1,000 a year, andkhe contract was accord
ter, about the first of January, 1833, Mr. Brown mere incidental business, not with serious notice,
ingly executed by Tsavery, and assigned to
REPORT UPON THE-POST OFFICE.
renewed his request, and said he had made a pur in a contract about passengers and opposition
Increasing the compensation on this
Temple.
In Senate of the United States, June 9,1834.
chase of the property of Doctor Temple, on the lines.
route from 6,000, the legal con^
In this manner Dr. Temple, by the means
[continued.]
R. C. Stockton and Wm. Neill contracted to
25,625 faith of the promised loan. The witness stated
tract, to
The first case examined by your commit of his situation in the department, obtained a
carry the mail from Cumberland to Wheeling—
before
the
committee,
that
at
that
time
he
had
tee was a contract with Gen. George House, contract giving him $4,500 for carrying the And an express mail was ordered to
not the required sum of money at command, but from Washington, Pa. to Steubenville—from
be run on the same route, at a
of Gallipolis, in the state of Ohio, and the mail 250 ¡ffhs on horseback weekly, for
undertook to raise it, and accordingly did raise it Baltimore to Cumberland—from Washington
3,150
yearly compensation of
following is the transaction somewhat in de which serv'iue, it is believed, $1,500Would
by means of drafts. These drafts were two in City to Frederick, and from Frederick to Win
number, for 1500 dollars each, drawn by Samuel chester, from the 1st day of January, 1832, for
tail as it appeared in evidence :
I be a very large^ompensation ; much more,
28,775 R. S.laymaker on O. B. Brown, and endorsed by four years, (see annual Report of April 18, 1832,
Making the grand total, yearly,
At the lettings [Doc. 117, p. 5,] in October, I indeed, than the state of things would justify.
In his report of the 18th of April, 1832, James Reeside, and payable at ninety days date. Doc. 212, p. 12,) at the annual compensation
1830, route No. 1975, from Colesmouth to The route is an unimportant one, the nett
$7,000 09
Gallipolis, was taken by John Black at the amount of postage received upon it after (Doc. 221, p. 131,) the Postmaster General They were negotiated at the Western Bank in of But the contract was in fact executed,
giving
yearly compensation of $394, commencing leaving Chicago to its termination at Green states that James Clark is the contractor for Philadelphia, and sent to the Patriotic Bank in them a yearly compensation for the same line,
Washington
city,
for
collection.
They
were
carrying
the
mail
from
Bedford
to
Blair
’
s
Gap
on the 1st of January, 1831,sand ending the Bay inclusive falls short of the one-tenth part
$15,500 00
at maturity by the proceeds of a draft drawn with some variations, at
of the sum given to Temple, on this contract, and from Blair’s Gap to Cumberland, once a paid
31st December, 1834.
And for increased expedition, and
by James Reeside on O. B. Brown, for 3000
week,
on
horseback,
from
the
1st
Jan.
1832,
On the, files of the department is a letter which aggregate sum equals, it is believed,
dollars at ninety days. This draft was suffered increased number of trips, making
from House to the Postmaster General, dated the nett proceeds of postages received in the to the 31st Dec. 1835, ,at a yearly compensa to pass a day or two beyond its maturity, without two lines of stages daily, which was
tion of $275. In the report of 3d March, 1834 payment, but on the 18th of July, it was paid out as is believed, wholly unnecessary
at Washington, January 28th, 1831, in which whole Territory of Michigan.
Prior to the lettings in October, 1831, Lind (Doc. 138, p. 198,) James Reeside is reported of' the proceeds of a draft drawn by Samuel R. for the public service, they were al
he proposes to carry the mail three times a
22,962 00
week in a steamboat from Charleston, Ken- say & Sharffen were contractors for carrying to be the contractor for carrying the mail on Slaymaker on James Reeside, for two thousand lowed extra, the yearly sum of
hawa, to Gallipolis, at 30 dolls, per mile, the mail from Hagerstown to McConnells these routes, (Nos. 1215 and 1230,) from Com dollars, and one thousand dollars in cash paid by
Thus, upon a contract for $7,000,
per annum, to commence as soon as his boat burg; and at those lettings, they again bid to berland to Blair’s Gap, three times a week, Slaymaker, and O. B. Brown, at the same time, made
pursuant to law, the depart
should be ready in the spring ; and he adds, carry the mail three times a week, in four in four-horse post-coaches, at an annual com drew on Reeside for two thousand dollars, which ment has, by means of hypothetical
4,500 00 drafts were sent to the Bank of Maryland for
that his proposition is made in pursuance of horse post coaches, at $30(), or daily at $600 pensation of
bids
and
extra allowances, transfer
collection.
a request or directions of the Department a year, James Reeside bid for the same at $40 And on the 25th of February,
red to the hands of these individuals
It
appears
that
neither
Reeside
nor
Slaymaker
1833, he was directed to run
$38,462 00
made to Judge Hayward in December (then) or $90 improved. The bid ofReeside was
made any charge or kept any memoranda of these the yearly sum of
daily between Bedford and
last. The estimated distance sixty four miles, accepted and he is set down in the report of
transactions ; that they have no note or ac
Blair’s Gap, at an additional
R. C. Stockton and Wm. Neill, were also con
the Postmaster General of the 18th of April
equal to 1,950 dolls a year.
knowledgment of Brown, showing his liability to
2,911 78 them, unless it be the drafts which were taken tractors for carrying the mail on seventeen mail
compeiisation of
In a communication from O. B. Brown to 1832, as the contractor at $40 a year. In the
up, which Slay maker says he thinks he preserved, routes, stated in the report of April 18, 1832,
the Post Master General, dated the 11th of report of extra allowances of the 3d of March
but of which he does not profess to be certain. (Doc. 212, p. 17,) at the annual compensation
February, 1831, he states the offer of George 1834, no extra allowances on this contract is Thus the legal contract of $275
$30,000 00
7,411 78 He nevertheless denies absolutely, that it was in of
has arisen to
House at 1000 dolls, for carrying the mail noted, but in that part of the same report
The contracts however appear [Report of
I-» l-i gives
rw-Z
♦ z-x z-v «-» /xPtUn
1 t’iY KI O L FYI LX VY t CJ
James Reeside and S. R. Slaymaker were tended as a douceur or gratuity to Brown. Ree
twice a week in a steamboat on the same «XT
which
a statement
of the retrenchments
states that Brown paid him one thousand March 3, 1834, Doc. 138, p. 210,211,] to have
route, anil that the steamboat will be ready ordered, this route is noted thus (in page 253) contractors for carrying the mail from Phil side
in part of this loan. But this transaction is the been modified and adjusted after the acceptance
“ say 1st of April
he suggests that the con 1231, Hagerstown to McConnellsburg, James adelphia to Pittsburg for a yearly compensa more remarkable when taken in connexion with of the bids so as to give them on the same routes
7,000
$50,410 00
tract with Black may be. suspended, and asks Reeside four weekly trips, reduced $700. tion of
testified to by Edwin Porter, which will the annual compensation of
From Pittsburg to Washington, Pa. 1,250. another,
“ shall it be done ?” The Postmaster General ( Not understanding precisely bow $700 could
be found in another part of this report. In that, And they were allowed for extras, in
cluding an allowance for tolls and
endorses on the paper il let it be done
and ' be deducted from $40, without first adding
case, Brown was shortly before, and shortly after,
18,596 00
Aggregate,
8,250 this transaction, the lender of very large sums
ferriage, yearly,
thereupon Black received orders to discontin something to the lesser sum, a member of
As by the report of the 18th of April, 1832. of money to Porter on interest.
ue his route from the 1st of April, 1831. No your committee, who happened to discover
69,006 00
It appears that in the spring or summer of Making an aggregate of
■contract appears to have been1 executed by the discrepancy, gave to their clerk a written (Doc. 212, p. 4 and 11.)
In the report of 3d March, 1834, (Doc. 138,i 1831, Mr. Barry applied to Reeside in PhiladelHouse, and Black continued to carry the paper stating the difficulty and requesting an
phia, to assist hirn in negotiating an acceptance Being an advance upon their regular
mail on hoTse back as his sub-contractor. The explanation, and asking also for a copy of p. 299,) they are stated to be contractors for' for
39,506 00
legal contracts of
$1000, to raise some money for his, (Mr.
effect of the whole transaction was to shift some papers, which it was supposed would carrying the mail on the came routes, and in• Barry
’s) individual use. Instead, of doing this,, The advance upon the other con
addition
thereto,
from
Washington
to
Wheel

the contract out of the hands of Black, and show the true nature of this and one other
31,462 00
tracts above referred to is
Reeside advanced him the $1000 ; and, he stated
place it in the hands of House, who*-is well transaction. There was much delay and pre ing, in Virginia, (which is also covered by before the committee that Mr. Barry paid it by
known as an active and influential political varication before any distinct answer was giv the contract of Stockton and Neill,) iat an an-» his acceptance at a short date, which hé (Ree Making the yearly advance allowed
27,000 side) negotiated in the Schuylkill Bank. On
$70,958 00
on the two contracts of
partizan. A letter written by House to the en to the enquiry, and then the Postmaster nual compensation of
inquiry of the cashier of the Schuylkill Bank, we, Which during the four years of their continu
Postmaster General on the 2d August, 1831, General declined answering it, because it was On the 5th of May, 1833, there was
273,872 00
amount in the aggregate to
made on the route a yearly extra
find that no such acceptance was negotiated ance
:
states that he had not yet got his steamboat not signed by the chairman of the committee.
10,000 there. Your committee having collated the ev And this given without advertising and with
allowance from April 1, 1832, of
prepared, and does not know when he shall ; This difficulty was removed. The chairman
competition.
idence touching these transactions, leave them out
,
and it seems that he never did, for the mail is signed the paper, and some few days after, And there was ordered an express
R. C. Stockton [April 18,1832, Doc. 212, p.8,]
without comment.
mail on the same route, to be run
and after the arrival of James Reeside, the
still carried on horseback on that route.
In some of the contracts above examined, and is contractor for carrying the mail on routes Nos.
by James Reeside, from Philadel
At the letting of contracts in October, 1831, contractor, in the city, the Postmaster Genermany others that passed under the notice of your 1105,1111, 1219, 1371, 1372, 1387,1391, 1395,
phia to Pittsburg, at a yearly al
route No. 1588, from Chillicothe to Gallipo- al sent in his answer on the 15th day of May,
very heavy sums of money have been 1396,1397, 1398—24 miles daily, 61 miles thrice
3,150 committee,
lowance of
lis, was bid off by A. L. Ross, at $1,000 per 1834;; whicb^cconrpanies this report,
paid by the department, for the establishment of a week. 98 miles daily, 38 miles daily, 70 miles
annum, the mail to be carried three times a I In this he says, that after the contract was
54 i.-rika twice, 58 miles daily, 24 miles
a second, and sometimes a third, daily line on the daily,
,
once, 15 miles once, 36.miles once, at $14,950.
week in four horse post coaches. His bid i adjudged to Reeside on his bid of $40 or $99 Increasing the compensation on
same route.
•
this route from $8,250, yearly, to $40,150
This contract has no schedule attached to it, and on
When the contracts for a regular daily mail,
was accepted, and in the report [Doc. 212, improved, he was ordered to run daily, inAll the im
The above are but few out of the many have
]
been advertised and let out pursuant to law, its margin it has this memorandum
p. 20,] of the 18<h April, 1832, he appears as stead of tri-weekly, and the amount of comprovements
in this contract were ordered by the Post
the contractor.
' pensation for increased service was left un- contracts held by James Reeside and others ,vour committee can look upon these expenditures master General, from the beginning •; he is, therefore,
j no other light than that of enormous waste entitled to the stipulated sum of $20,160 per annum,
On the 7th day of October, 1831, a letter settled. The report goes on to state that his partners. The allowances in the .above 'in
, the public funds. Take, for example, the case additional.
was written by O. B. Brown to Ross, inform- Reeside represented to the Postmaster Gen- cases, beyond the amount of their open bids of
of the contract from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh,
is also noted [Doc. 138, p. 151,] on the contract
ing him that the acceptance of his bid was eral, that there had been two mistakes in his and fair and legal contracts, is $62,316 78 a <and Pittsburgh to Washington, brought up, as andIt stated
in the report of March 3, 1834, that the ex
suspended, and that the department wished bid, that he had made it out in pencil marks, year ; amounting during the continuance of we have already shewn, from $8,250 to $40,150 press mail from Baltimore to Lancaster is discontinu
- • to give
• ’ •it up, as it was •important
--------- * that the anfj his c]erk fia(j blundered in copying it. their contracts, to the enormous sum of $249,- —while a single mail each way, daily on that ed; but no mention is made in that report or else
him
stage line from Chillicothe to Gallipolis, That the $40 was intended for $1400, and 267 12, given to these contractors by the De line, is all the public service, or the business of where as your committee can discover that such ex
mail was ever established. The improvements
should be connected with the steamboat from the $99 which occurred twice, was intended partment, without advertising and without the country does require, or ever has required. press
Additional lines of stages there are convenient for which this enormous sum of $21,150 was allowed,
Gallipolis to Charleston: Ross reluctantly for 1999 dollars, and the Postmaster General competition.
are not indicated in any report made to Congress. In
The amount of these allowances were only for the transportation of passengers, and, the
yielded to the requisition, and the mail upon adds that O. B. Brown reported to him at an
report of the 18th April, 1833, the contract is set
somewhat
reduced
on
the
1st
of
December
whenever the business of the country requires down at $14,950, and nothing is any where said to the
other
time
these
sayings
of
Reeside,
and
sta

that route was carried by House, for some
them, they spring up of themselves without the public, of increased service, or increased compensation.
last
in
consequence
of
the
insolvency
of
the
ted
that
there
was
no
other
bid
on
this
route.
time, but without any contract and without
aid of Government. And those opposition lines, The extra amount thus paid on this contract, without
any written and accepted offer. There was Mr. Reeside was therefore allowed to correct Department.
It will be noticed in these and many similar which are got up by individual enterprise, serve legal warrant or adequate consideration during its con
exhibited to your committee a letter from his bid, making it 1400 dolls, and 1900 dolls, cases of favored contractors, that where they are the interest of the travelling public, as well, and tinuance, four years, is $80,600, besides the 3,150 a
House to O. B. Brown, without date or post instead of 40 dolls, and 99 dolls.—The report concerned, competition is absolutely put down, perhaps better, than the additional daily lines of year paid for express mail on the same line.
to say, that Mr. Brown also was and the notice published pursuant to law, invi coaches, all under the control of the same indi In the above case it wilt be perceived that the con
mark, in which he says he has carried the proceeds
x
is, in the aggregate, for eleven mail routes ; so
mail from Chillicothe to Gallipolis, and from I mistaken, that there were in fact several other ting competition and the public biddings are but viduals, which, under the name of additional tract
interweaving and complicating the transaction as to
Gallipolis to Colesmouth, since the 1st of Ibids,
' ' and that as soon as this was made mere masks to cover their secret transactions. mails, are sustained by enormous bounties out of render it exceedingly difficult to unravel it and to find
whether the bids at which the routes were struck off are
January 1832 without any contract ; and in known to the Postmaster General, he prompt The route is not advertised as it is to be run ; the public purse.
this letter was enveloped and filed a paper, ly informed the contractor, that his contract and before it is put into 'operation, some improve The monopoly set .up by the establishment of the most favorable for the department, and it is still
be reduced to the amount at which it ments, generally comporting withan alternative these additional daily mails, and express mails, more difficult to ascertain the reality of any alleged
also without date, containing a proposition by should
!
is of the most pernicious tendency. They ena improvement, and their actual value if they exist.
General House to carry the mail three times would have been fixed had he known the proposition in the bid, is ordered, and the origin ble the large mail contractors to put down and The same objection occurs in numerous cases. Im
contract is merged and lost in the improvement.
a week in four-horse post coaches from Chil other bids at the time it was arranged. The al
The compensation agreed to by the legal con ruin any man who shall attempt to compete with provements are said to be made by expediting on one
licothe to Gallipolis, and three times a week time at which this discovery was made, and tract is, in some instances, so insignificant, that it them in the transportation of passengers ; and route, changing the schedule on another, and ordering
additional trips on a third ; so that a single contract is
from Gallipolis to Colesmouth, on horseback, the notice given not being named in the re is hardly worth adding in as an item in the ag thus, for want of that wholesome competition in
this manner rendered so complex as to require the
which the natural course of things would other labor !of several days to reduce it to its elementsand
for the yearly compensation of $2,600. On port of tf|e Postmaster General, your com gregate allowance.
wise
create,
are
travellers
delivered
over
to
the
the back of this paper is endorsed in the hand mittee inquired of him on that subject, and
But it has not been thought necessary, in all
ascertain its true condition.
.
writing of the Postmaster General “ allowed he stated that it took place after he received cases, to préserve even the cover of increased mail contractprs and their servants, as a kind of E. Porter & Co. are contractors for carrying the
property,
to
be
dealt
with,
and
disposed
of,
for
the
mail
from
Staunton,
in
Va.
to
Catlettsburgh,
Kentucky,
the
before
mentioned
informal
inquiry
from
services,
as
an
excuse
for
these
extra
allowances.
to take place from the 1st of January, 1832
three times a week in four horse post coaches, from the
The $10,000 yearly allowed to Reeside & time being, according to their good pleasure,
all these papers, and thè filling and entries a member of the committee.
It is not the purpose of your committee, by 1st of January, 1831, to the 31st December, 1834, at an
It is proper to add that other inquiries, in- i Slaymaker, on the route from Philadelphia to
upon them are without date, and the officers
, . $7,ooo
these remarks, to arraign the conduct of any annual compensation of
of the department can give no account of the formal as that when first presented, had been Pittsburgh, is wholly without this apology. The class of individuals. These men like all others, On this contract, legal and regular in its inception,
allowance
was
for
hardships
incurred
in
the
per

time of their execution. Some accidental theretofore amended without objection ; and formance of a stipulated service, not for any pursue their own individual interest, and many is engrafted extra allowance ; compensation for exten
and private contracts to the enormous yearly'sum
writing in pencil on one of the papers does, your committee cannot resist the conclusion thing done which their contract did not require of them labor occasionally for the comfort and sion
of
.
$l»,lfab
however, lead to the conclusion that they are that the hesitation at first manifested, and the of tliem. The whole hardship, too, as proved by accommodation of the public. It is our purpose The two largest of the items which compose this exall of very recent origin, and the contract refusal at last to answer, was merely for the the testimony of Reeside, was this. The mail to mark the general tendency of things, and few tra sum, namely, $2000 for extending a steamboat
which was at last executed pursuant to this purpose of gaining time, and waiting the ar was so heavy for three of their trips weekly, as travellers can have failed to observe that the mail between Guyandotte, Virginia, and Cincinnati,
; and 11,000 a year for extending the steamboat
proposition, appears by thè jurat to have been rival of the contractor (who had been subpce- to prevent their taking a. full load ofpassengers comfort and convenience of the passengers in Ohio
mail to Louisville, is in the opinion of your Committee,
executed on the 27th day of April, A. D. 1833. ned by your committee) that a better counte on those trips ; by which it would seem that the the mail stage is promoted by the existence of not only an unnecessary' and extravagant expenditure
Thus were there two contracts transferred nance might be put upon it than its naked department, after paying for the transportation an efficient opposition on the same route.
But besides the general effect of these second of the public funds, but is an act wholly unauthorized
of the mail on this route, something more than
from their legal owners, against whom there! features exhibited.
law.
.
_ ,
and
third daily mails to put down opposition by Every
$30,000,
was
also
held
bound
to
pay
the
con

one acquainted with the situation or the
James Reeside is also contractor for carrywas no complaint, to Gen. George House, at:
lines, an agreement, of which that is one of the country, and the course of business between these
tractor
extra
for
whatever
expense
and
inconve

a clear loss to thè department of $1,206 a year,, ing the mail from Baltimore to Chambers- nience the transportation of the mail might oc avowed objects, entered into between two large
will be at once satisfied that it is unneces
amounting in the four years to $4,824, whichi burg,, 77 miles, daily, four 4 horse post coaeh- casion hirn. Or rather to give the transaction companies of contractors each running those ad points,
sary. It is wholly immaterial whether the mail
sum is in effect, a gift to that individual, made> es, at $1,900 a year, from the 1st of January, its true character, this ten thousand dollars a ditional lines, and each in the receipt of very be carried between those points in a. two horse
in violation of law, and under a succession of 1832.—The schedule was so changed on the year was a gift, out of the funds of the depart large extra allowances, appears to have been coach, or in a steamboat, provided it be carried
pretences, which had no foundation in fact. !29th December, 1833, as to lessen the time, ment, to these contractors ; and there are some made with the approbation of the department, safely and the lines on whi.ch it was carried
By the act of the 15th day of June, 1832, and consequently, to increase the speed, but further circumstances attending it, which on the and filed among its archives to be safely kept before the establishment of this route was ample
a mail route was established from Chicago to the difference was so light as to be wholly most careful inquiry by your committee, are not and officially enforced. In one clause it binds the fpr that purpose. No one travels in stages from
contracting parties, under a penalty, to transport Guvandotte to Cincinnati, or from Cincinnati to
Green Bay, m the Territory of Michigan ; unnoticed by a sub-contractor on a part of satisfactorily explained.
The evidence shows that Reeside and Slay no passengers for less than a stipulated price. It Louisville ; and the aid of the department is not
Viut in the proposals published by the depart the route, who was examined by your com
also binds“ them to use their efforts to put down
ment on the 24th of July following, this route mittee ; and on the 18th of April, 1832, long maker represent two companies, which share an opposition line which appears to be established necessary, to keep up a constant and regular line
in the profit and loss on this line. The
of communication by steamboats be tween them.
not included and no notice whatever was after the change of schedule, the contract is equally
money accruing for transportation is received by on one of their routes, and not to receive any The establishment of this line was therefore un
« ¿fished by order of the d epartment for pro- reported to Congress (Doc. 212, p. 15) as sub Reeside & Slaymaker, a moiety each, and dis passengers who shall have been carried on any necessary,
either for the transportation of th©
uls on that route,. O. B. Brown an officer sisting at $1,900. In the report of the 3d of tributed by them to their respective companies. part of the route in an opposition coach.
¡mail or the accommodation of passengers.
March,
1834,
which
professes
to
give
all
the
Your
committee
have
caused
a
copy
of
this
da the department who made out the lisi of
It is also against law. The general act of tha
This extra allowance of ten thousand dollars was
t0 hosals, being sworn, stated it as his belief, extra allowances, there is none stated on this received by them on the 5th of May, 1833, and agreement to be appended to this report, and 3d day of March, 1825, reducing into one the sev
they
unite
in
the
opinion,
that
as
an
act,
counte

route,
but
in
that
part
of
that
report
which
g®! the omission happened in consequence
no part of it has yet been paid over by either of
eral ac’s regulating the Post Office Department,
to'ruif Jaw establishing the post routes not gives the curtailment of mail facilities, (Doc. them to their partners,, or entered upon any ac nanced, encouraged or sanctioned by the depart in its first section enacts : That the Postmaster
ment,
or
any
of
its
officers,
it
is,
in
the
above
xpftkki been published at the time he made 138, p. 253,) the “ increased expedition” is re count book of the companies. Reeside, on his mentioned particulars, an unjust invasion of pri General “ shall provide for the carriage of tha
mail on all post routes that are or may be estab
he the advertisement, and that he took it duced at $1,595 yearly ; and, on examination examination, stated that they had kept this back
rights.
lished by law.” This clause contains his whole
nerj a copy of the bill which afterwards un of the books of the department, it appears to pay some old debts of the companies which vate
The express mails which have been noticed by general authority for contracting for the trans
they
supposed
had
been
provided
for,
but
which
derwent alteration. It appears, that the law that the contractor did in fact receive on that were unexpectedly found to exceed the sum appro your committee are as far as they can ascertain, portation of the mail ; and this does not author
was approved on the 15th day of June, 1832 ; roxite $3,495 yearly, instead of $1,900 ; to priated for their payment ; but being specially nothing more or less than another mail, or anoth ize the setting up of this lipe of steamboats, inas
the advertisement was signed by the Post which sum, and no more, he was entitled by interrogated, he stated that this unexpected de er line of coaches upon the same route—sent for much as the Ohio river, between these points, is
master General on the 24th of July following ; a fair and legal contract.
ficit did not exceed five thousand dollars in the no especial purpose, or on any special emergen not a mail route established by law. But the au
The increased expedition was of impor whole, and that it was not discovered to exist un cy—probably applied for because it was found thority here exercised may be supposed to be
and it further appears, that this route was
upon the bill as it was first introduced into tance to the contractor, to enable him to com til about three months after the first ten thousand profitable to run a third line of coaches for the conferred in the 5th section of the act which pro
the House, and was never struck out or un pete with other rapid lines in the transporta dollars of this extra allowance was received by transportation of passengers, and granted be vides, “ That the Postmaster General be au
cause they were applied for.—Your committee
derwent the slightest alteration during its tion of passengers, but it does not appear to him and Slaymaker—the whole amount so re look upon th® expenditure of money to establish thorized to have the mail carried in any steainceived
and
so
retained
by
them,
on
this
account,
have
been
of
any
considerable
value
to
the
progress.
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bnat or other vessel which shall be used as a
packet in any of the waters of the United States,
on such terms and conditions as shall be consid
ered expedient : Provided,, That he does not
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' FOREIGN NEWS. _____

EXPRESS FROM PARIS.
23, 6 o’clock, A. M.
TheParis papers of Wednesday, which we
have just received are, as might have been
expected, chiefly filled with remarks and particulars relative to the death of Gen. Lafay
ette. With two exceptions, they all agree in
bearing testimony to the many eminent po
litical qualities and private virtues of the de
parted patriot. It is hardly necessary to say
that the two exceptions are to be found among the journals which still think it worth
while to advocate the fallen cause of legiti
macy. The General’s funeral was to take
place on Thursday morning, 22d. The Cham
ber of Deputies had exhausted on Tuesday
the business brought before it, and therefore
adjourned sine die. A great number of its
members had already taken passports to re
pair to their homes ; so that there is every ap
pearance that when next the Chamber meets
it will be for the purpose of hearing either
the King’s speech or his proclamation for its
dissolution.
/
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times’ office, may

Mr. Clay of Al. made an unsuccessful ef
luIt to
lu ulllJg
lue bill
U1<4 tareduce and
fort
bring lurvvaru
forward the
Pour days later from Europe.—T he pack
graduate the price of the public lands. The
The
SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1834.
pay more than three cents for each letter, and et ship Orpheus, arrived at New York SaturHouse refused to suspend its rules, in order
not more than one half cent for each newspaper day evening, bringing Liverpool papers to
conveyed in such mail.’
Convention of the People.
to enable Mr. Jones of Geo. to oiler a joint
the 16th May.
But it is clear to your committee that this pro
resolution, providing the mode in which mail
In consequence of a desire which has been
The
Cotton
market
at
Liverpool
had
im

vision of law was never intended to authorize,
contracts shall be made, and prohibiting dis very extensively expressed by persons ofdifand does hot' authorize, the establishment of a proved, the Grain market was depressed.
cretionary extra allowances. The Cumber 1 ferent political parties in all parts of the State,
The English Journals are filled with dissteamboat line by contract for the purpose of car
land Road bill was taken up, and the amount a Convention of the People will be holdrying the mail, the whole frame and language of! cussions in the American Senate, the Presiof the appropriation reduced to $300,000. en at Augusta on the 30th day of July next
the section forbids it. “ The Postmaster^General, den’s Protest, and every thing relating to the
The bill was then passed, and returned to the at ten of the clock A. M. for the purpose of
is authorized to have the mail carried in any j discussion. Most of the papers say that the
Senate.
| nominating a candidate to be supported for
steamboat which shall be used as a packet.” He ; President has taken upon himself responsibilmay ail himself of such means of transporta ities that the King of Great Britain would
the office of Governor, at the approaching
tion when he finds it already existing, but he is not dare to assume.
September election.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18.
not authorized to incur the expense of providing
It is believed that there is a general and
FRANCE.
The amendment of the Senate to the bill
it. it also,provides that he shall not pay more
Paris cannot bp said to be tranquil. Con
regulating the value of foreign silver coins growing opinion that the interests of the State
than three cents for each letter, nor more than flicts between the students who frequent the
was concurred in. The appropriation bill for require that the Governor should not be eith
■half a cent for each newspaper transported on
harbors and rivers was taken up. An amend er the head or the servant of a party ; still
such route. A restriction wholly inconsistent Guinguetts (tea gardens) and the' police, and
ment, appropriating $30,000 for surveys, was less that he should be either the leader or in
With the supposition that he had power to get up between the populace and soldiers of the 35th
steamboat lines by contract, for the transporta regiment, took place on Thursday last, out
negatived, ayes 90, noes 103. After a discus strument ofa small faction always ready to sac
tion of the mail. And the reason that this is not side the barriers, and appear, indeed, to be of
sion of various amendments, the House ad rifice the good of the community to theirown
permitted is obvious : the expense of getting up hourly occurrence.
selfish objects of personal aggrandizement;
journed.
a steamboat line by contract, for the transporta
TOULON, MAY 4.
but that the Chief Magistrate of a free people
tion of the mail, is enormously disproportioned
in the administration of the government,
“ The Maritime Prefect went yesterday on j
THURSDAY,
JUNE
19.
UNITED
STATES
LEGISLATURE.
to the object ; while at the same time, the depart board the? American frigate United States.
should impartially regard the interests of the’
ment may avail itself most advantageously of an The master gunner of the frigate was in irons,
The bill making appropriations for harbors, State.
TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION
existing line of packets for the cheap and expedi
and improving the navigation of rivers, was
It is therefore thought desirable that the
tious transportation of the mail. The fifth sec and about to be tried by a court martial.—
laid on the table by a vote of 104 to 83.
People should meet and select their own can
SENATE.
tion of the act above referred to is a transcript The commander of the ship has, it is said,
didate, that when elected he may feel himself
MONDAY, JUNE 16.
of the third-section of the act of the 27th Febru sent 5,OOOf. as a relief for the families of the
FRIDAY, JUNE 20.
responsible to the People directly and to them
ary, 1815. And while the last named act was in men killed and wounded by the deplorable
The bill from the House to regulate the
Mr. Lane moved a reconsideration of the only ; and not to a few active partisans, who
force, it ,was thought expedient by the depart occurrence of the 1st ; but the Prefect refus value of foreign coins, was ordered to a third
vote, by which the bill making appropriations may have been principally instrumental in
ment to contract for carrying the mail from New ed the money, saying that it was an affair
The resolution respecting the com- for harbors and rivers was laid on the table elevating him to the office.
Orleans to Louisville by steamboats. But as [ to be
settled between
two governments.
Governments. [ reading.
pe stutea
ueiweeu the
me two
pensation of
Potter of Rhode-Isiand, the
the power was not supposed to be conferred by Th.s morning a boat w,tb Amer,cans came I flaiinaBl
seat in tho Se
wa3 refe’,.
on Thursday. This motion prevailed, ayes
It is to be hoped all the Towns in the State
that law a special act was passed on the 2d i o shore. The amhormes, having umely no- j t0 ,he Commntee on the Judic ary. A report 123, noes 72. A motion was made to recon will be represented, that a fair and full ex
March, 1819, authorizing such contract, with the tice of her arrival, placed a picket of gend- ftom the Secretary of the Treasury was Lre- sider the vote, by which the amendment of pression of the voice of the People may be
express proviso, that the whole expense of send
By order of the
Mr. Mercer, proposing an appropriation for obtained.
on the quay, in order to prevent them .
j
<■
. r ...e
i • H
ing the mail in steamboats should not exceed that armes
---- „ .statements
........
frnmhpln,
hv tho i?Lnoh
-i
i seri}eo,, tl fttisitiitting
of the imports
“ Whig Central Committee.”
of transporting the same by land. In the steam from being assailed by the French sailors, ! and revenue for the first quarter of the pres surveys, was rejected. The question of re
June 23, 1834.
consideration was decided in the affirmative,
boat contracts made by the present Postmaster who are in a state of desperation.”
ent year.
101 to 75. The bill regulating the deposites
It appears that the report received by the
General pot the slightest attention is paid to the
(T^Since the publication of our last num
of public money in the local banks was con
restrictions in .either of the above named statutes, last arrival, that there was a prospect of a
TUESDAY, JUNE 17.
sidered, and gave occasion to an extended de ber the melancholy tidings have reached us
■and the sum paid for the transportation of the speedy arrangement between the contending
The Senate proceeded to the consideration bate.
mail from Cincinnati to Louisville consumes parties in Portugal, was without foundation.
of the death of Lafayette. The particulars
greatly more, than half the nett revenue received
of executive business, after which the French
will be found under the Foreign head in the
by .the department in both those cities.
Later from Europe.—London papers of the Spoliation bill was considered, and supported
SATURDAY, JUNE 21.
There is another transaction with the same 23d ult. and Liverpool of the 24th, have been by Messrs. Webster and Chambers, and op
preceding
columns. In allusion to the de
Mr. John Q. Adams announced that he had
individual, which is liable to the same and still received at New-York by the packet ship posed by Mr. Forsyth. It was then made the
been this morning informed of the death of parture of this eminent and revered Philan
stronger objections.
Silas Richards.
order of the day for Thursday. The bill reg General Lafayette, and, as it was to be regar
It seems that a person by the name of Rhodes
The only intelligence of inportance from ulating the value of foreign silver coin was ded as a calamity affecting the whole race thropist and Patriot, a contemporary justly
undertook to carry the mail from New Orleans
and eloquently remarks :—“ The loss of this
to Mobile, hut failed and gave up the contract. France is that of the death of Gen. Lafayette. passed, and the Senate adjourned.
of civilized man, be presumed the Congress
Afterwards Messrs. Stockton and Stokes, James Rumors prevailed in Parison the 20th, of the
of the United States would seize the occasion eminent friend of his race will be severely
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18.
Reeside, and Avery and Porter undertook to car mental alienation of the King of G. Britain,
of taking such steps as would evince their felt wherever the name of liberty is honored,
ry the mail on the same route, three times a week which appear to have been wholly unfound
Mr. McKean of Penn, on the presentation deep sense of his merits, their regret for his but nowhere more sensibly than in this coun
in steamboats, for twenty-five thousand dollars a ed, and excited much indignation on the part of a memorial, took occasion to remark, that
departure from this troubled s^cene, and their try, with whose glory bis own is so complete
year. They also failed to comply and their con of the English.'
he was the sincere friend of Andrew Jackson, desire to pay such a tribute of respect, as
tract was given up. Edwin Porter then under
No events of a decisive character had ta though he detested the reptiles, that were would comport with their own dignity, and ly identified. He sat by the cradle of our in
took, by private agreement with the department, ken place in Spain. The Carlists
”
were in I h^kimr
to carry thè mail daily on that route in steamboats considerable force in Biscay and Navarre. vo^ed f0r in the beams of his favor. He had was due to so illustrious a man. A joint res dependence ; and never in the whole course
for the restoration of the deposites, not olution was forthwith submitted and agreed ofa long and eventful life, has he been for a
for four years, at $40,000- a’ year which agree There are accounts off some
snmp. skirmishes
skirmishpQ nf
•
of ’ in
accordance with his own wishes, but be to, for a Committee to be appointed to meetj
ment is still subsisting. Within the last year
trifling
importance.
there were one hundred and fifty failures on this
cause his constituents wished it ; 38,700 free
Committee as would be chosen for that i moment unfaithful to the principles, to the
The accounts from Portugal indicate unu men of Pennsylvania had petitioned Congress such
improved lino, for which the contractor says he
purpose by the Senate, in order to devise such ! maintenance of which his youth and man
stands fined on the books of the department six sual activity on the part of the hostile forces. for that restoration, while only 571 had re measures as would attain these objects ; the hood were devoted. It has been fashionable
thousand eight hundred dollars, yet no part of Coimbra had been evacuated, and fell into monstrated against it. The General Appro only point in dispute thereon being an hon
to deny his claims to greatness : but if there
this sum appears to have been retained out of his the hands of the troops of Donna Maria on
priation Bill was taken up. Mr. Preston orable competition as to the mode by which be such a thing as moral greatness,—if there
pay. On the contrary he was permitted to over the 8th ult. The Duke of Terceira had previ
moved
its
postponement
until
Tuesday,
with
they
could
best
do
so.
The
Committee
was
draw very largely, and his draft k>r twenty thou ously effected a junction with the Spanish
be any title to fame, not founded on crime,
sand dollars accepted by the Postmaster General, forces under Gen. Rodil. The Miguelites j the view of then moving an indefinite post directed to be formed of one person from
and not yet paid, was discounted some time had appeared in considerable strength in the ponement, unless the House should rescue each State for that purpose ; after which, an ‘ nor sealed with blood—if the uniform asser
the Treasury from the hands of those who uninteresting, tedious struggle, as to what[
since at New Orleans, to enable him to raise mo
South of Portugal, but had sustained repeat had seized upon it. Mr. Webster was desi business should be taken up, consumed much tion of lofty and generous principles, at all
ney to go on with the contract, which was likely ed defeats.
'to fail by the unskilfulness and inefficiency of his
rous of proceeding with the amendments : of the day. Polk tried to get up the deposite hazards, can confer distinction—we know not
agent. This contractor, Edwin Porter, is also the [From the Paris Correspondent of the N. York the subject would then be open to any prop bill, but in vain ; and finally, the House took the individual, in these latter days, who can
Jour, of Commerce.]
borrower of large sums of money of O. B. Brown,
osition for postponement. Mr. Preston with up the two bills in relation to gold and silver be more emphatically styled a truly great
Lq/ai/e/ie is no more.—The brave, the noble drew his motion, and the amendments propo standard, and gold foreign, which were deba
three thousand five hundred dollars early in 1832,
man, than Lafayette. He has gone down to
and four thousand five hundred dollars in No the generous, the patriotic hero—died on the
sed by the Committee on Finance, were then ted at length.
vember, 1833, making an aggregate loan of eight morning of the 20th, at a quarter before five
the grave in the fullness of his years and
concurred
in,
with
the
exception
of
that
re

Mr.
C.
P.
White,
having
changed
the
thousand dollars.
o’clock. His illness was at first exceedingly
honors : and his memory will not fail, so long
The waste of money on this contract is enor slight, and no one calculated upon the lamen storing the salaries of the officers of the cus ground taken by him in his report oh these
mous. The nett proceeds of all the postages in table result. He followed the remains of toms, which was supported by Mr. Webster, subjects, with respect to the debasement of as virtue shall be honored, or disinterested
and opposed by Messrs. Clay and Silsbee, but the subsidiary, or fractional parts of the gold [ ness and purity af purpose shall be held in
the city of New Orleans, and the town of Mobile,
are insufficient to sustain it. The law has been Dulong to the grave, and it is believed that he was not disposed of when the Senate ad coins, moved at once to strike out. all after the '
reverence by men.”
then
caught
a
cold,
which
fixing
upon
his
lungs,
violated by entering into a contract to get up a
journed.
enacting clause of the bill he had reported,
steamboat line for the transportation of the mail, caused his dissolution. Like Canning, who
and substituting, instead, an amendment, pro
New Hampshire Senator.—Henry Hub
without any regard to its special restrictions. It suffered in the same way, after attending the
viding that the relative standard of gold should
THURSDAY, JUNE 19.
was violated by the department, when it entered funeral of the duke of York, Lafayette owes
bard was elected by the Legislature of New
in
future
rate,
as
to
silver,
in
the
proportion
The Committee on the Judiciary requested
into a contract for the transportation of the mail, his death to an attendance at the tomb. He
of 16 to. 1 ; thus
. carrying
. - t out
. the views of the Hampshire, on the 18th inst., a Senator in the
without an advertisement inviting public compe was in his 77th year having been born on the to be discharged from the consideration of a j
tition. And there is another feature in this, and 1st of Sept. 1757. He was attended by Drs. resolution, proposing to compensate Mr. Pot-1 Pait7 here, who hope, by increasing the val- Congress of the United States, for six years
— -I. rfor
- 1 his attendance
s
• •
■ ses j ue, in this way, of this metal in the United
during
the
some other cases which your committee have ex Andral, Marjolin, Cloquet, and several other ter, ofR.
from the third of March next, in place of Mr.
amined, which in theiropinion, is deserving of the eminent medical characters, who up to the sion. The resolution was then passed, ayes States, to cause an influx to operate in time
most decisive condemnation. It is the blending & 18th gave it as their opinion, that their illus 24, nays 22. The French Spoliation bill, upon those who will not look beyond the Bell whose term of office then expires.
connecting the fiscal affairs of the department
after some debate, was postponed to the next surface of the glittering metal, and who, they Mr. H. was unanimously chosen on the part
with those ofindividual contractors. Thus, while trious patient would recover. On the 19th session, ayes 24, noes 21. The appropriation hope, will be brought to think, that the result of the Senate—in the House he received 127
five
of
them
issued
a
bulletin
descriptive
of
advancing its funds, and lending its credit to this
bill was taken up, and the amendment rela will justify the means. The calculations of i votes, and there were 59 given for Ichabod
individual, to enable him to repair his errors and his state, and anticipating his recovery. But
Mr. W. were most miserable. They were,
carry on his contract, the department itself did, in the course of the night a most material tive to the salaries of collectors, &c. agreed well showed up by Mr. Selden, Mr. Gorham, [
and 27 scattering, Mr. Hubbard is
in several cases, call in the aid of other contract change took place, his breathing became very to, with a proviso, that no officers, besides col
ors to assist it in raising money to» pay its ordi difficult, and when an effort was making to lectors, naval officers and surveyors, shall re and Mr. Binney. However, the bill was at! now a Representative in Congress from New
nary and current expenses. Tvt’o instances of apply a blister to his chest, he mildly observ ceive more than $2000 per annum. Several length passed by an overwhelming vote, 145 Hanwshire
this kind are stated in the testimony of James ed that it would be of no avail, and soon after other amendments *were offered, and the Sen to 36, after the rejection of the standard pro
posed in the bill originally. The Foreign
Reeside. About two years ago, he drew a draft expired in the arms of George Lafayette. On ate adjourned.
‘‘ The Experiment.”—We published a
Gold
Coin xjni
Bill was
up, by
which r z- . i .
uuiu win
wan next
ubai taken
tciKeii up,
uy WHICH
i .
, .
of six thousand dollars at the request of the de
the
19th
considerable
sensation
was
ex

the
value
of
these
coins
is
regulated
so
as
[
feW
facts laSt week m relation to the operapartment, and for its use, and got it negotiated at
1
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perienced
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the Western Bank at Philadelphia, and some i
The Committee on Public Lands made a to assimilate them to this standard. Thus, if tion of the “ Experiment” on the people of
time last winter he “ arranged” ten thousand , prospect of the dissolution of their venerable
this
bill
is
concurred
in
by
the
Senate
as
it
Thomaston
and
its
vicinity,
which we gath
dollars through the assistant Postmaster at New colleague, and M. Dupin in the course of thé report in reference to the frauds which have now stands, full 2 per cent, if not 4 per cent.
ered
from
an
article
in
the
Thomaston
Rebeen
committed
in
the
sales
of
those
lands,
morning
thus
addressed
the
Chamber
York, for the use of the department. No other
advance, or Tariff, although advocated by
br
cases of the kind are distinctly in evidence be “ According to a wish expressed by several by combinations for the purpose of preventing Southern Nuliifiers,
. The same paper of the 20th inst.
Nuliifiers.
boon
o-ainpH
nr>tn«l_
P
UDllcan
‘
has
been
gained,
actuaifore the committee, but from general information deputies, 1 feel no doubt but that the Cham competition. The report was ordered to be
contains some further illustrations of the efthey believe the practice to h.ave prevailed to a ber will authorize me to send, in its name, to printed. Mr. Poindexter offered a resolution, ly thrown into the-coffers of the several Banks,
considerable extent. Your committee condemn make inquiries relative to the health of our authorizing the chairman of the committee particularly the Bank of the United States,, fects of the ruipOus measures of the President
this practice most decisively. In their opinion illustrious colleague—Gen. Lafayette. [Nu to proceed in the investigation during the re who by the returns, are the largest holders of upon the business and property of the People
ronro,
.
mi
.
specie in the countrv.
country. But to th«
the repre
 !.
it is placing the department in an improper and inju
cess, and to inquire into the conduct of the the snecie
rious connexion with individuals. As a matter of mere merous cries of“ yes,”“ yes”.] “ I have al
sentations of this and the certain effect of the [in that section. There are about 250,000
prudence, independently of the question of power, it ready,” said the President, “ sent in my own commissioners appointed to locate the Indi measure, in depreciating other property for icasks of Lime annually burnt in the town of
an reservations under the treaties with the
should neither venture its own money, or plight its name.”
so much, the House turned a deaf ear.
Thomaston. About 12 cords of wood are
credit to sustain any individual, much less should it
This distinguished compliment is generally Creeks, Cherokees and Chickasaws. Mr.
ask pecuniary assistance of its contractors to enable .
required to every 100 casks—so that it re
Webster
from
the
committee
on
Finance,
re

it to keep up its credit. Those contractors should be reserved for members of the Royal Family, ported the Indian appropriation bill without
Conclusion of Mr. Southard’s speech in the quires 30,000 cords of wood annually to sup
required to do their duty, and they should be asked for 'and therefore can be the more appreciated
nothing more. Favors are expected to be reciprocal, when applied to the departed. The follow amendment. The bill, authorizing the pay Senate on the condition of the Post Office ply the demand for the lime kilns only.
and if the department ask and receive them, it cannot ing was the reply to the message of the Cham ment of pensions to the persons wounded by Department.
deny when something is asked in return. But. the de- iber :—
the firing of the salute at Toulon and to the
“ I do earnestly desire that all the people Last year Kiln wood brought $2,50 per cord,
pariment has placed itself in this undignified relation
families
of
the
killed,
was
ordered
to
a
third
of
the United States may possess and exam cash—nowit is sold for $1,75 “ barter"—makMr.
President
—
All
my
family
feel
grateful
with its contractors. It has become the acceptor for
one to enable him to sustain his credit and carry on his for the interest the Chamber has so kindly reading. Mr. Benton presented the petition ine these reports and documents. A struggle ing a difference of 22,500 dollars per an
contract—and it has become the debtor to another for taken in my father’s health. I have the sat of Francis P. Blair, in reply to the report of is going on which is to test the value of fun num to the sellers of wood, in that vicinity,
bis name to enable it to raise money to answer its own isfaction to inform you that there is a slight the committee on Post Offices. The Senate damental principles. The approbation of the
pressing necessities. The relations in which it is thus i
then proceeded to the consideration of exec People is demanded by professions which for the use of the kilns only. This loss falls
involved, are partly the cause and partly the conse improvement in his situation. Have the
have been violated. An ‘economical'' Admin not on the rich. The rich owner of wood
quences of its present insolvent condition. The indi kindness, Mr. President, to present the hom utive business.
istration claims support. It is right that it lots can keep his wood for better times, or
viduals who, variously« connected and combined, hold :age of our respectful gratitude to the Cham
extravagant private contracts,, and who receive extra ber—and accept for yourself the assurance of
should be known, that that administration had employ laborers at a price so reduced as not
SATURDAY, JUNE 21.
allowances which exhaust the revenue of whole States,
The Seriate received a message from the raised the expenditures of the Government materially to diminish his profits—but thr
are the same who lend their credit to keep up the cred my very high consideration.
President, after that from the House bad been from twelve millions to twenty two millions
(Signed,)
George Lafayette.
it of the department—who furnish funds to pay off the
debts and relieve the embarrassments of its chief officer
This note was loudly cheered by nearly acted upon, to inform them of the death of of dollars annually—that one of its Depart loss falls upon the poor man who is obliged
—who advance large sums of money to enable another (every member in the Chamber, but, unhap General Lafayette, in respect of whose mem ments had squandered three millions more to sell—upon the laboring man who must
of its officers to purchase real estate “ at a reduced
ory he had ordered the usdal tribute of res than its predecessor in four years—that it has work for the support of himself and family.
price”—and who send presents of choice wines to fur pily, this joy was but of short duration, for
on the next day the President thus announ pect to be paid by the Army and Navy. The aided the purity of the press and of elections,
nish the tables of both.
Fire.—The building occupied by the pub
[Concluded next week.]
1ced the death of thejr colleague :—“ I have Appropriation Bill was discussed at length ; by secret service money—secret agents—all
the affliction of announcing to the Chamber, several important reductions in it were a- the machinery of imposition and corruption.” lisher of the Wiscasset Intelligencer, as a
the decease of the Honorable General Lafay greed to.
[Correspondence of the Baltimore Patriot.']
printing Office and Bookstore, took fire on
Mr. Chambers rose to move an amendment
The National Gazette remarks, on the ru
ette. He died this morning at five o’clock.
WASHINGTON, JUNE 16, 1834.
Tuesday
night last—but the flames were ex
to
strike
out
the
appropriations
for
the
sala

mor that Mr. Stevenson had in his possession
I shall now proceed to draw the names of the
The Senate has been engaged in various members who shall attend his funeral, but I ries of the Secretaries of State, of the Treas a written pledge from the President, given tinguished before the building was consumed,
mattefs to-day, among which was a resolu have no doubt but a great number of his col ury and of rhe Attorney General, whose ap him a year ago, that he should have the ap although the interior was very much injured.
tion to pay Mr. Potter of Rhode Island, his leagues will consider it a duty to accompany pointments, as they were not sent to the Sen pointment of minister to London, that it is ab
The loss of Books and Stationary is estimated
Congressional per diem, because he is not his remains.” M. Dupin was very much af ate to be confirmed, were not, he held, con solutely true.
at $500, and considerable of the type was
a Senator. The claim which he has for any fected while addressing the Chamber, and so stitutional, and ought not to be provided for
thing more than “ his travel” is very poor. also were several of its members.—His inti by them. He remarked, that with the knowl
A message was transmitted to Congress melted. No insurance.
Indeed if he were in fact a member, it would mate friend Mr Francois Delessert moved 1 edge they had, how the President had acted yesterday by the President of the United
be no more than fair to deduct the time he that the President should be instructed to ' in the Georgia case, they might expect simi States, communicating official information of There was a serious riot among the labo
Wtis electioneering in Rhode Island. A re write a letter to the General’s family express lar conduct as to these, unless they took this the unfortunate accident at Toulon. It ap ers on the Washington Rail Road (in the
mark that Mr. Clay made to day upon this ive of the profound grief felt by the Chamber precautionary measure in advance. Howev pears that three of the guns of the frigate cinity of Baltimore, Md.) on the 15th a
election recalled forcibly to my mind the ma for the great loss his colleagues and the entire er, at the suggestion of Mr. Webster, as the United States had been inadvertently left
ny mutations made by time upon party pow of France had experienced.
hour was late, he postponed this important shotted, all of which were discharged during 16th inst. The parties arrayed against e
er. Clay said he felt friendly to Mr. Potter,
This was instantly acceded to, and the and well limed proposition, giving notice the salute, and most of them directly into the other were Irish, and are known as theand was disposed to pay him, if it could be Chamber suspended its proceedings for an that he should renew it on Monday when the French ship of
__________
___ _by which
. _ downs and the Corkonians. Several sh
the line __
Suffren,
constitutionally done, he had been in Con hour, so that the letter of condolence should bill should be taken up.
two men
I
were killed, and two wounded, were destroyed and four persons were 1
gress with him during the war and though be immediately written. A Council was held
The President recommends to Congress that A detachment of Infantry and Riflemen
he was his opponent in politics then as he is at the Thuilleries soon after his demise, for
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
pensions be authorized for the families of the ceeded from Baltimore to the scene of^
now, yet he had always been upon the' best the purpose of agreeing as to the necessity of
unfortunate victims of the accident.
MONDAY, JUNE 16.
terms with him. Such is, and was the fact calling out the National Guard, and permit
turbance on the 16th. The rioters were pjvy<
The bill making appropriations for the re
J\'at. Int. of Vdth inst.
as to their political position,—and yet Potter ting them to attend the funeral of their devo pair of the Cumberland road was first consid
ty well tranquilized and several of them hacl
is called a “ democrat” now, and “ democrat ted chieftain. It is not yet known what the ered, and a motion of Mr. Polk to reduce the
The President on the 13th inst. nominated
ic Senators” are for forcing him into the Sen intentions of the Government are, but it is amount f appropriated was rejected by a ma Mr. Breedlove to the Senate, as Collector of been arrested on the 17th.
ate,—and Henry Clay is called a Federal believed that they will not in any way inter jority of one. Before any other question had New Orleans—and his nomination was im
The rains of last week caused something
ist !
fere.
I been taken the House adjourned.
mediately confirmed.
of a freshet on the Kennebec.
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The Post Office Report.—We contin-1 The provisional resignation of the Secreta
Another Project io Strengthen the Executive.
Erotti thè Hancock Advertise?.
tie to-day the publication of this interesting I ry .of State is noticed by the Washington —Mr. McKim, a Jackson member from Ma
Globe,
in
the
following
manner.
ryland, has put out a feeler in the House of
and important exposition of the affairs of the j
A STORY.
We understand that Mr. McLane has re- Representatives at Washington, in the shape
“ Once Upon a time,’’ (not many days ago
General Post Office, for which we bespeak
signed his office of Secretary of State, the of a resolution proposing the issue of 'Treas
a careful and attentive perusal. As might resignation to take effect as soon during the ury Notes ! to the amount offifteen Millions however,) a Custom llouse Officer on his
round of“ duty,” entered the workshop of
well be supposed this report causes not a little present session of Congress as it may be con of Dollars, bearing an interest of five per cent, an honest shoemaker, whom he fbutid with
and
redeemable
in
about
two
years.
It
is
two or three hands hard at work. The uni
fluttering in the Jackson ranks. | It is assail venient for the President to appoint a succes
proposed to loan them to individuals. This is versal topic of“ hard times,” was soon start
sor.
ed by the Jackson papers with-the utmost bitIt is well understood that, in regard to an admirable invention to strengthen the ed, when the “ Government” man begun to
terness—they declare that it is not entitled to ! some prominent measures which occupy power of the Executive,—an executive too preach the true Jackson doctrine; “ To be
credit and that it was got up for political effect I much of the public attention, Mr. McLane which is making rapid advances towards des sure the times are hard; for the rich manufac
—a mere electioneering paper. They do not has entertained different views from the Pres potic power, an Executive which will not be turers, who will have to shut up, and I am
satisfied so long as any power remains in any
publish it,—they dare not lay before their ident. But the President, who has through other branch of the Government, of the na glad on’t ; they borrow their money from the
life exercised his own independence of judg
Banksand support these great monopolies,
readers so plain and convincing an expose of ment, is too generous, and too just, to give tion, or in the States, or the people.
and they ought to break ; they are getting
These
Treasury
notes
will
of
course
be
put
the corruption and prodigality of the admin up one, esteemed by him as a friend, an hon
rich, and they are aristocrats ; they ought to
istration. If it is so undeniably an electioneer est patriot, and faithful public officer, fora into the hands of the creatures of the Execu go down—1 hope they will go down.” “ So,
tive and be loaned to the tools of power.
ing paper as to carry evidence of the fact on mere difference of opinion : and as no action When these notes, which on the face of them so, says the mechanicj We working men are
of the department of State was requisite in
all to be broken up# are we, that you papthe face of it, why do they hesitate to show carrying into effect the measures in question, are to run two years, get into the hands of feeders may live and be lazy, ha ? That’s
up the wickedness of their political opponents he saw no public necessity for a separation. those of limited means and of those who de no doctrine for my market I can tell you.”
by laying it before their readers entire ? Or, Between two men of elevated sentiments, pend on their daily labor for support, they “ Oh, no, no,” says the feiTet-tongued pat
will afford the speculator and capitalist a
if they refuse to give publicity to the report there was nothing in such a state of things to grand chance to act over the scenes which riot, “such men as you, who work on the
interrupt the harmony of either their official
bench and employ only two or three hands,
of the majority, why neglect to publish the or private relations and their mutual .confi are fresh in the recollection of many. The are the bone and muscle of the country, and
counter report of the minority of the commit dence and esteem have therefore continued laborer must sacrifice these notes for the must be sustained, but it is your rich aristo
tee, who are firm friends and supporters of unimpaired. We know that the President means of living. Under their reign, as under crats who have great stores, and mills, and
reign of Jacksonism generally, the rich factories, and thirty or a hundred hands, that
the administration ? Is it because this coun has yielded to Mr. McLane’s wish to retire the
from his administration with regret, and that will grow richer and the poor poorer. And ought to go down, and must godown. But
ter report shews conclusively that the De he has freely expressed, not only his high then the notes of individuals given for these
such as you, my good fellow, must be sustain
partment is bankrupt, that its affairs have sense of Mr. McLane’s patriotism, talents, and issues, such of them as are ever paid, will go ed. “ I understand you now#” was the reply
into
the
hands
of
the
Executive,
and
“
Con

eminent
services,
but
his
sincere
friendship
—
been conducted in a shameful manner, and
“ so long as I work hard here# and am poor,
gress,” according to the President’s views, I am to be sustained—in nothing—but when
that the public interest calls loudly for re- \ a sentiment which is fully reciprocated by
“ cannot take from his keeping” any money by honest industry, I get the means to live,
Mr. McLane.
form and purification ?—It is idle for the Jackwhich he may lay hold of.
and educate my children, and think I have
son presses to attempt to keep their readers
The essence of this, project is, that the peo earned the right to enjoy in ease and COmfort
Rumors.—Mr. Taney is making final ar
in ignorance in reference to this subject—it is rangements to quit Washington for Baltimore, ple, through the Government, on the pattern the few last days of my life, then I am to be
worse than idle for them to pretend that a re where he will practice law, and will not al of the New Fork Mortgage system# shall be broke down, am I ? you lick-spittle slave of
low his name to be submitted to the Senate. come the indorsers of such partisans as the
port of this kind would be 1 manufactured’
i Mr. Forsyth is to be rewarded with the State Executive may please to entrust these notes Andrew Jackson. I tell you if I am not rich
I hope to be some time or other ; it’s What
published with the sanction of’ the United Department, and Chancellor Polk will be to, and the responsibility of the people, thus I am working for, and I wont help such treas
■States Senate, without facts, and indisputable placed in the Treasury. A total re-organi secured by the artifice of the Government, ury pap-sUckers as you are to destroy honest
facts too, for its basis—common sense teach zation of the Cabinet is talked of as soon to will be used for the double purpose of Spec men, who have worked as hard as I now do,
take place. Mr. Woodbury is also reported ulating in the votes and on the misfortunes
es the contrary. It is not expected or pre as being thought offer the State Department, of the people. This project would afford a because they have got the means to live at
ease—I tell you I want to live at ease, when
tended that the report is entirely free from and Mr. Wilkins for the navy.
hundred officers with salaries of fifteen hun I can honestly—I tell you it’s what I work
dred dollars a year. Independent of other con hard and prudently for—and I tell you more
N Y. Eve. Star.
errors—but it is believed there cannot exist
siderations, the loss to the Government from over that—there’s the door.”
a doubt that, in the most important particu
Cabinet Rumors.—Accounts and rumors bad debts, and to individuals from sacrifices
lars, this document may safely be received as
from Washington state that Mr. Forsyth has would be glory enough for one Administra
A lively and somewhat entertaining dis
a fair and candid exposition of facts concern been nominated to the Senate as Secretary tion !—Portsmouth Journal».
cussion arose on Mr. Schley’s motion, in the
ing the establishment to which it relates.
of State, Mr. Butler as Attorney General, and
House of Representatives on Saturday, to
Opinions notfar of—The Montreal Herald strike out the appropriation of $6000 for ad
It is pretended by the Jackson editors, that Mr. Taney as Secretary of the Treasury. On
the following language in relation to the ditional furniture (chandeliers and mirrors)
Messrs. Reeside and House have published the rejection of the latter, it is said Mr. Wood uses
bury is to go into the Treasury, and Mr. Wil removal of the deposites :
for the President’s House (East Room.)
statements in contradiction to certain parts kins in the Navy. Nothing is said about Mr.
“ We have already said that we do not pre Some merriment was excited by an observa
■of this report, which prove its falsity and that Polk. He may possibly go to London, in the | tend to judge between the American people tion of Mr. Jarvis, in support of the appro
the committee have in many instances been place of Mr. Stevenson, who it is said will be and their President. We may, however, be priation, ‘ that the house after all, was not fur
allowed to draw a parallel where the result is nished as it should be—it was only a place of
guilty of a wilful perversion of facts. Now rejected.—N. K Eve. Star.
so decidedly in/¿war of the happy institutions splendid misery.’
these statements prove no such thing. Mr.
Removals.—The following statement will under which we in Canada live. Not only
Reeside does not undertake to deny any of the serve to illustrate the process and the princi the Governor could not, dare not, have done
“ Glory enough.”—So said Yah Bureii, so
facts contained in the Report concerning his ples, according to which removals from office this ; but the King of England could not ; or if thought the “ class mate of Amos” and so
are made. On the 4th of February last, Mr. he had ventured so to do and refuse all expla
extra allowances, &c.—he alludes only to the F. O. J. Smith, representative in Congress
“ the people.” The two notables got
nation, in less than three weeks he would lose say
their fill of ‘ glory’ in good season, since the
paragraph which will be found in the fourth from Cumberland district, Maine, addressed something more than his crown !”
article is becoming too scarce to fill such ca
column on our first page, commencing with a.letter to the Postmaster General, communi
pacious vessels. In Virginia, there is but
“
The
Rich
Richer.
”
—
It
is
stated
that
a
cating
certain
documents,
with
the
view
of
the words “ It appears,” &c. and relating to
procuring the removal of the Postmaster of distinguished Jackson man in Portland, Me. little ; in New York city, less < in the State
the negotiation of an acceptance in the Portland. These were, letters from the whose daughter is the wife of a Cabinet none at all ; in Rhode Island and Connecticut,
Schuylkill Bank.—The report says, on the au Council and eighteen Jackson members of Minister, is making his Thousands per year th^re is hardly enough to rub thè ballot boxes.
Maine, too, has had about as much ‘ glory’
thority of the Cashier of the Schuylkill Bank, the Senate of Maine ; from the Jackson at note shaving. It is correct, as stated by as she wants, as she will declare in Septem
Mr
Webster,
that
with
present
facilities
for
members
of
the
House
of
Representatives
;
that no such acceptance was negociated
from three Jackson members of the last year’s money making, the note shavers and specula ber.—Eastport Sentinel.
there. Mr. Reeside publishes a note sighed council; from the Secretary of State, the War tors will say that ibis is “ the happiest Gov
While Sciarra, the celebrated Rope Dam
by the Cashier of the Washington branch of; den of the State Prison, the. Postmaster of Bath, ernment that God ever blessed.”
We are not apprised whether the Cabinet cer and Balancer, was going through his ev
the U. S. Bank, stating that a draft drawn by the Sheriff and County Attorney of Cumber
Minister himself has funds in the hands of olutions at the Walnut street Theatre the
Reeside on W. T. Barry was enclosed land, three weighers and guagers, five inspec his father-in-law with which to take advan other night, one of his astonished admirers in
tors and one appraiser of the Custom-house '
the pit suddenly exclaimed, “ wonderful !
to him by the Cashier of the S. Bank in in Portland ; and extracts from a number of tage of the times.—Concord Statesman.
wonderful 1 the best balancer on earth, but
Nov. 1830 and was paid in Feb. 1831. Now Jackson newspapers. The ground on which
Look out for Rogues.—We learn that four even Sciarra would be puzzled to balance the
in the first place this note does not satisfactori the removal is asked for will appear from the
following extract of Mr. Smith’s letter.
stores were broken open in Westbrook on ! Post Office accounts^
ly settle the question, that the draft alluded to
It is the unequivocal expression of my own 1 Friday night last, but as no goods were dis-J
■in the report is the same that was received conviction and humble judgment, that Mr.' turbed, it is presumed that the sole object of :
Temperance at Raisings.— One day last
by the Cashier of the U. S. Bank, and admit Mitchell’s removal from the office he holds i the villains was money. A store al Wood-' week, John Pitts, Esq. of Belgrade, put up
the frame of an additional barn upon his beau
ting that it was, it does not prove that there and Mr. Todd’s appointment thereto, are ! ford’s Corner was the last entered—and it so ! tiful estate. No ardent spirits were used on
measures which are called for by the voice, | happened that this was the only one in which ;
was any wilful perversion of facts on the wishes and expectations of the people of| there was money,—but before the thief haiL the occasion, but instead thereof he gave bis
part of the majority of the Committee. If Maine, and without this change they will suf succeeded in securing it, he was disturbed by : assisting neighbors a bountiful supper. Such
there is an error, it is the error of the Cashier fer deep mortification and disappointment at j the owner, who slept in the chamber, and 1 examples are worthy of being recorded. No
man lives better than Mr. Pitts# or knows bet
of the S. Bank, and he alone is censurable. the hands of an administration which they j driven into the chamber, whence be escaped i ter what are the luxuries of life. We are
have heretofore and thus far supported with by the window. He was pursued, and after I
It does not in the smallest degree invalidate cheerfulness, perseverance and fidelity.
several scuffles escaped with some bruises ! glad to hear that he ranks distilled spirits
the general correctness of the report. Mr.
Listen to the highminded petition of the from the britch of a gun in the hands of the among the poisons.—Temperance Herald.
R. does not see fit to deny or even to no Jackson Representatives of the Legislature pursuer, a silk handkerchief, and about five
dollars in change. The fellow is about 5 feet
Temperaiace Meeting’.
tice the many facts stated in the Report of Maine.
The undersigned Democratic members of 7 inches high ; upwards of thirty years ot age,
The “ First Temperance Association in the
touching his contracts, extra allowances and the Legislature of the State ofMaine, would with long dark hair, and is supposed to have County of York,” will hold their next annu
certain money transactions between him, a respectfully represent, that Nathaniel Mitchell lost some of his fore teeth. He had on a al meeting at the Baptist Meeting House in
clerk in the P. O. Department and others. Esq. Postmaster of the City of Portland, was homespun jacket, and black silk neckcloth. Shapleigh, on Thursday, the third day of July
----- Mr. House occupies much space in giv appointed to the office upon the petition of The occupant of the last named store offers a next at ten o’clock A. M.
Republicans in various parts of the State, reward for the detection of the villain.
It should be remembered that the success
ing very little information. He has discover representing him as friendly to the National
of this association and the benefit resulting
Portland Mv.
ed, it seems, “ an error in figures” of $100 in Administration and acceptable to the party,
will be in proportion to the punctuality with
That the Cholera does now exist to some which the meetings are attended.
the Report, and he promises to “ show the that he has shown himself recreant to the
there can be no doubt. It is not ep
SAMUEL S. WOOD, Secretary.
whole of the transactions in relation to the principles he then professed, and hostile to extent
June 17, 1834.
J
the interests of those through whose recom idemic, and We hope it will not become so ;
intended steamboat transportation of the Mail mendation he was appointed, that he has for yet the weather is certainly such as to induce
on the Kenawha river.” It is true he accuses feited the confidence of his old political friends Us to tear every thing.—N O. Bee, May 29.
HYMENEAL.
the majority of the Committee of making and become highly obnoxious to the support
A
trial
of
speed
has
been
made
on
the
East
ers
of
the
National
and
State
Administration.
M
arried
—
in this town, oh Monday eve
■statements which “ are sheer fabrications, or
Such is the reason, and the only reason, River of Mr. Burden’s steamboat Emma, and ning last, by Rev. Mr. Wells, Hugh McCul
are not founded in truth”—but he adduces assigned by the legislators of Maine for ask notwithstanding her machinery is new and loch, Esq., Attorney at Law, of Fort Wayne,
no facts in proof of this charge ; and it is high ing the removal of a Postmaster. Can any consequently stiff, she was propelled, as was Indiana, to Miss Eunice, second daughter of
ly questionable whether the People will be one, in view of these things, doubt that the supposed, eighteen miles the hour, a greater Col. Enoch Hardy, of this town.
In Kittery, Mr. George Rice, to Miss Angeline
disposed to take the bare assertion of this Mr. Post Office department is regarded by the degree of fleetness than ever was witnessed Keene, both of Portsmouth.
as the performance of any other water craft
friends
of
the
administration
as
a
mere
engine
In Cornish, Mr. Samuel Tappan of Hiram, to
House, an interested person and a warm par
of reward and punishment, to promote the before. Her greatest speed cannot be known
Betsey Brown of C.
tisan, in preference to the statements of an purposes of party ? These men profess to till after she has performed several trips up Miss
In Eliot, Mr. William L. Hanscom of
official document, signed by three members act on the principles laid down by Mr. Jeffer and down the Hudson, and her machinery (in Portsmouth, to Miss Sarah S. Emery of E.
At Great Falls, (Sdmersworth,) Mr. Daniel
of the U. S. Senate, who are disinterested in son ; but they have amended his celebrated technical term\broken.—N. Y. Com. Mv.
Drew of Holliston, Mass, to Miss Abigail C.
dividuals. We do not perceive that Mr. II. question in regard to candidates for office,
In Roxbury, on Monday evening, a respect Edgerly ofS.
and now merely ask : “ Are they friendly to
has proved the majority of the Committee the National Administration ? Are they rec able young man put a period to his existence
In Eliot, Mr. Joseph Staples, to Miss Louisa
guilty of a wilful perversion of facts or that reant to the principles, hostile to the interests, by shooting himself through the head with Wherren, both of Portsmouth.
two pistols. He took tea at the house of a
or obnoxious to the leaders of the party ?”
his testimony at all discredits the report.
relative, and appeared quite as well as usual.
obituary'
Boston
Patriot.
It was to be expected that the persons im
Afterwards he went home, took a pair of pis
plicated in the report, tliat the office-holders
The Mormons.—Difficulties are again anti tols and retired to a pasture a short distance
DIED—In Limington, 16th inst. Capt. Nathanwho are dependent on the President’s will, cipated between the Mormons and the citizens from the house of his mother, where the fa niel Libbey, aged 35 years.
A letter from tal deed was committed. He must have died In South Berwick, 21st inst. Mrs. Sabina, wife
and the Jackson presses which arew managed of Jackson county, Missouri.
Independence, under date of 21st May, says 1 immediately, from the appearance of his head of Mr. Edmund H. Wentworth, aged 27 years.
by the office-holders would pronounce the —“ The people here are in fearful expecta when discovered several hours afterwards.—
In New Orleans, Mr. Benj. B. Butler, Super
report false, and abuse all concerned in its tion of a return of the Mormons to their old A letter addressed to his mother was found intendent upon the New Orleans Rail Road, 29,
a native of South Berwick, in this State. He
preparation or publication. But are such homes. They have heard that a rein in his pocket, in which he stated the cause of was practising with others shooting at a target—
persons safe guides for the People ?—Let the forcement is coming from Ohio, and that as his rash conduct. It appears that he was in a young man incautiously handling the pistols,
ill health, did not expect to get better, and was accidentally discharged one ; the ball entered his
People read the Report—let them judge for soon as the Sante Fe company of Traders disgusted with the world.
leaves, the Mormons will recross the river
left side, and Caused his death in a few hours.
i femselves as to its credibility. It is alleged from their temporary residence in Clay coun
Mr. B. left a family in Charleston.
The New York Sun says :—“ There is
‘ the P. O. Department is bankrupt to the a ty ; in which event much blood will be shed.
it of nearly a million of dollars. If It is not to be wondered at, that they have an old lady now in this city, who sells pea
SHIP NEWS.
nuts, and apples at the corner of the street,
ytrue, it is a most important fact and one chosen this as the ‘ promised land,’ for it is who was once the wife of a wholesale dealer
decidedly the richest in the State.” A mer
p.terests every man. And that it is chant of Independence has, we understand, in Pearl street, and whose property was esti
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 28, 1834.
da]p to a very large amount no one ac- given orders for a piece of artillery to be sent mated at $200,000.” A rare lesson this to
ARRIVED.
to G with the facts pretends to deny—yet to him immediately, to be used in defence of the sons^and daughters of Pride, who put a
June 20—Sch. Ploughboy, Walker, from Bos
false
estimate
on the value of riches.
his
property.
The
Mormonites
are
now
on
Hf”scn Presses defend the Post Master their way from Ohio.
ton.
21—Brig Brutus, Gould, from N. York, in bal
to runoordinates, endeavor to stifle enWe are pleased to hearthat perfect tranquil last.
™0a^etard the progress of information in
Harvard College.—The Boston Atlas of ity is restored at Old Havard.—The Fresh
26—Sch. Mary, Webber, from Boston.
peito the subject and to quiet the public Saturday, states that the Grand Jury at Con men and Sophs are about all “ cleared out,”
SAILED.
and the Seniors and Juniors are pursuing
June 20—Schs. Moro, Ward, for Boston.
c°n the publication of unimportant and cord have found bills of ind ictiT)ent
three of the individuals charged with the riot
Mary, Webber, do.
ai antiated statements made by persons and demolition of the property of Harvard their studies with praiseworthy diligence.
memoranda.
Tated. Can such conduct be dictated by College, on the night of May 31st, and a bill
There are now living in the town of Bel
Ar. at New Orleans,,1st inst. sch. Packet, Per
y
vic and truly republican feelings ? or against one person for an assault, &c., on the fast, in this state, nine widows named Patter kins, Baltimore. Cid. 2d, barque Pomona, Nason,
ca«. :■ result from an honest wish to promote watch appointed by the Faculty foi^the pro son. The united ages of the five oldest Havre.
the eelfare of the whole people ? We think tection of the property and preservation of | amount to 417 years—the oldest of these nine
At Havre, 21st ult. brig Mexico, Smith, Newnot.
Orleans, in quarantine.
the peace, on a subsequent night.
X.
| is 85, and the youngest 46.

OM. at New Orleans, Sth^ brig Morida, Blais
dell, Portsmouth.
Ar. at Boston, 24th, schs. Maty, Webber, henfte^
— Four o’clock, Pool, from Saco, with potatoes.
Cid. at Boston, 24th, brig William; Ward;
EaStpott.
At Havana, 15th, Bohemia, Hdmbtirg; Sodn.

Mdhufdeturin^ Company,
Stockholders of the York Manufac^
-Il Turing Company, are hereby notified
that the Annual Meeting of said Company
will be holden at their Counting House in
Saco, on Thursday the 17th day of July next#
at eleven o’clock A. M. for the choice of Offi
cers for the ensuing year, and for the trans-“
action of such other business as may legal!/
come before them;
By order of
CHARLES BRADBURY, Pres'L
J. M. BATCH ELDER# Clerk.
Saco, June 28, 1834.

SHERIFF’S SALE.
SHALL sfell on Execution, at Public Yen-5
due, at the store of Keay & Butler, iri
Lebanon, on Saturday the 2d day of August
next, at three o’clock P. M.# all the right ill
Equity which John Hardison of Lebanon#
in the County of York, yeoman# has to re-1
deem a certain parcel or tract ofland situated
and lying in said Lebanon, on the road leading
from G. Falls to Acton Corner, and bounded
by lands of Mark W. Pray, George Stackpole
and others# containing fifty acres more or less#
and is the same farm on which the said Har
dison now lives# With the buildings thereon
standing. The sum for which said property
was mortgaged and the conditions made
known at sale.
JAMES B. SHAPLEIGH, D. Sheriff.
Sanford, June 23, 1834.

J

RAISINS.

OX and CASK RAISINS s Also—Su.
perior Old and Young Hyson Tea.
For sale by
W1VL LORD.
June 26,1834.

B

Know all men by these £*res*
ents^

HAT I, Doctor Bennet of Sanford ill

the County of York and State ofMaine#
Tyeoman,
for and in consideration Of the sum

of one dollar, the receipt wherOofl do hereby
acknowledge, have released and do by theses
presents remise# release and forever quit
claim unto Robert Bennet my son, a minor1
of the age of fourteen years the thirteenth
day of October last, the remainder of his time
from the day of the date hereof, until he shall
have arrived at the age of twenty one years#
with power and authority to make his own
bargains relative to his labor, and to settle
with those for whom he does labor and dis-»
charge them from all claims that I may have
or he himself may have to his wages, and to
receive his wages and appropriate and dis-5
pose of them in such manner as he may
consider Will be most to his advantage.
In witness whereof# I do hereby set my
hand and seal this fourteenth day of Febru-’
ary A. D. 1834
DOCTOR BENNET.
Witness.
Jno. Powers.
Elihu Parsons.

SCYTHES.
D 0 z. JOY & SONS’ superior
SCYTHES ; Also—a quantity of*
Shaker Rakes and Rifles# for sale by the sub
scriber.
WM. LORD.
June 26,1834.

NEW G-OOOS.

SPLENDID assortment of SUMMER
GOODS; Cheap for cash. Just receive
ed by
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
6 w.

A

Scythe Hiñes

MILLER &, HALL
AVE just received from the Manufactdf-«

er, a supply of Jlustm’s celebrated
HScythe
Rifles, which they offer for sale by thel
dozen at the wholesale price.
June 17, 1834.

JCumiture

Feathers,

OR sale very cheap by
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
Doughtys-Falls, June 21.
6w.

F

ENKNIVES, a fine assort men t-Emer--"

son’s Razor Straps—Shaving boxes and
PBrushes
—Tooth,Hair and Shoe Brushes.

For sale by
June 21.

D. REM1C1L

Scythes, Rakes, A*c.
ARWELL’S and SOUTHWICK’S

Scythe Snaiths and Rakes.
FFor Scythes,
sale by
MILLER & HALL.

June 19# 1834

BONNETS, BONNETS.

F]pUSCAN, 7 braids, 11 braids, broad braids#
JL and Misses STRAW BONNETS,just
received and for sale very cheap by
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
Doughty’s-Falls, June 18, 1834.
3w.

jBAasrw©

OR sale by

©aas«

& BROOKS.
FDoughtys-Falls,HUBBARD
June 2L
Bw.

NEW BOOKS.

AMILIAR Letters ; Family at Horne j
Corner Stone ; Fire Side Piety ;
Private Devotions ; Young Christian ;
Worcester’s Last Thoughts; Biblical Reader
Sprague’s Hints, &c, &c.
New Books for Children.
Child at Home ; Lectures to Children J
Child’s Book of Repentance# by T. H< GaD
laudet 5
History of Joseph, by do. J
How to be Happy, by Mrs. Sigourney
Poetry for Children# by do.
Sketches of Prophets and Prophecy J
Well Spent Hour ; Persecuted Child #
A great variety of small Toy Books# fof
sale by
D. REMICH.
June 13,1834.

F

PAPER HANGINGS.
LARGE and handsome assortment of
ROOM PAPERS & BORDERS#
just received and for sale by D. REMICBG
June 13,1834.

A

ELLOW FLAT CORN, For sale by

YJune 21,1834JAMES & ISAAC LORD.

BOTANICAL HTGEIAN
NOTICE TO RHEUMATIC
To the Hon. Court of County Commissioners
PROBATE NOTICES,
for the County of York.
Universal Medicine
From the Connecticut Courant.
HE undersigned, inhabitants ofthe town At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, with
lERSONS suffering under Rheumatic Af
FT^HIS compound vegetable matter con-!
of North Berwick, in said county, re
in
and
for
the
county
of
York,
on
the
BAPTISM OF AN INFANT AT ITS MOTH
fections are respectfully assured that
spectfully represent, that that part of the newfirst Monday of June, in the year of our A sists of eight different articles only, and
ER’S FUNERAL.
they can obtain of the proprietor and his
road or straightening, leading from the old
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the is warranted free from any mercurial or
Whence is that trembling of the father’s hand,
road near widow Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said chymical substances, all of which are consid agents a safe and admirable remedy for
Who to the man of God doth bring his babe,
ered detrimental to those who take them.
RHEUMATISM, however obstinate the
Court :
Asking the seal of Christ ?—Why doth the voice house to the Causeway hill in North Berwick,
This medicine consists of two kinds of[ disorder may be, and in all its different
which was at a regular session of the County
That uttereth o’er its brow the Triune Name
N the petition of John Holmes, Esq., a
Pills
put
up
in
one
box
with
a
parting,
and
Commissioners, for the County of York, be
Faulter with sympathy ?—And most of all,
creditor to the estate of Joshua Trafstages.
designated
by No. 1 and 2 ; the No. 1 is the
Why is yon coffin lid a pedestal
gun and held at Alfred, in said County, on
ton, late of Shapleigh, in said county, gentle

For the Baptismal font ?
the third Tuesday of May 1833, ordered to man, deceased, praying that administration of largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a
Again I ask’d,—
be opened and made, may be discontinued, the estate of said deceased may be granted bill of directionsand a blue paper strap wound
But all the answer Was those gushing tears
lengthwise over the box with a flqwered label
as it would subject the town to a very great to him the said Holmes :
Which striken hearts do weep.
will afford immediate relief to the patient
expense to build the road and bridge, and
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni
For there she lay,—
and
has sometimes been attended with such
versal
Medicine.
This
vegetable
compound
that
the
Public
convenience,
in
our
opinion,
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
The fair, young mother, in that coffin bed,
does not require the alteration.
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be is warranted good in all cases where any extraordinary success as to cure the most
Mourn’d by the funeral train. The heart
Wherefore your Petitioners pray, that the published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed thing of the nature of a good cathartic is distressing Rheumatism in twenty-four
beat
road above mentioned may be discontinued in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks wanted. The oldest and youngest may take hours, even when, of years standing.
With trembling tenderness at every touch
agreeably to their request. Your petitioners successively, that they may appear at a Pro it without harm, or danger of taking cold,
Of love, or pity, flush’d the cheek no more.
This highly valuable Liniment is recom
-------- -Tears were thy baptism, thou unconscious would further pray that your honors Would bate Court to be holden at Limerick, in said without altering diet or dress from accustom
one ;
view and order a new road to be laid out and county, on the first Monday in July next, at ed habits. This medicine is sure to give sat mended with a confidence founded on the
And Sorrow took thee at the gate of life,
opened from said Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew isfaction to all the world if rightly adminis experience of many years, not only as a
Into her cradle.—Thou may’st never know
house to said Causeway hill in the place cause, if any they have, why the prayer of tered. It does not require the aid of any cure for that excrutiating disease, but as an
The welcome of a nursing mother’s kiss,
other medicines. In common cases it should excellent application for Stiffness of the
where the old road was heretofore travelled. said petition should not be granted.
When in her wandering ecstacy, she marks
WILLIAM WEYMOUTH, & als.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register. be used as medicine, and not as food as some Joints, Numbness, Sprains, Chilblains, ^c.
A thrilling growth of new affections spread
North-Berwick, May 13, 1834.
other medicines are.
A true copy—Attest,
Among a mass of testimony in favor of
Fresh greenness o’er the soul.
The subscriber respectfully invites the pub the success of the Liniment as a thorough
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Thou may’st not share
Jqne 7.
lic to call on him and try this medicine. The remedy for Rheumatism, the pioprietor
Her hallow’d teachings, nor suffuse her eye
STATE OF MAINE.
public may rest assured that every article in
With joy, as the first germs of infant thought
York, ss.
selects the following as presenting genuine
Unfold,—in lisping sound.
At a regular session of the County Commis At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within this medicine has been thoroughly tried and instances, of its efficacy.
—----- -Yet may’st thou walk
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
found
to
be
as
good
as
any
thing
that
can
be
sioners of the County of York, begun and
Even as she walk’d, breathing on all around
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord found in any country. Any one that wishes
JVew and Surprising Cases.
held at Alfred, on the third Tuesday of May,
The warmth of high affections—purified,
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the for medicine, and are not able or willing to A gentleman, Mr. R. of Charlestown, (who
And sublimated, by that Spirit’s power
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of purchase, are invited to call and take some can be referred to) hhd been confined to bis
Which makes the soul fit temple for its God.
N this Petition, Ordered, That the Pesaid Court:
for trial, without money or price. Put up in
—-----*So shalt thou in a brighter world, behold
tioners give notice to all persons and WT AT ELAN D. APPLETON, administrator a warranted uniform manner in Providence, 1 bed most of the time for a week, suffering
That countenance which the cold grave did veil
corporations interested, that the said Commis

most excrutiating pain from Rheumatism ;
lx of the estate of Humphrey Clark, late of R. I. by
,
S. PIKE.
Thus early from thy sight, and the first tone
sioners will meet at the house of Col. Nathan Waterborough, in said county, yeoman, de
None are genuine unless signed in the sub after having had recourse to the round ot
That bears a mothet’s greeting to thine ear
iel Hobbs, in North Berwick, on tfie fourth ceased, having presented his first account of scriber’s hand writing.
antidotes usually resorted to in this com
Be wafted from the minstrelsy of Heaven.
Tuesday of August next, at ten o’clock A. M. administration of the estate of said deceased
L. H. S.
LEADER DAM, No. 29, Prince Street, plaint, but without benefit; and while in
and will then proceed to view the highway, for allowance : and Phebe Clark, the only
which by said petition is prayed to be dis child of said Humphrey Clark, having peti Boston, is appointed Agent for the sale of the this state of suffering, and no prospect of
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
continued, and also the route for the high tioned for an allowance out of the personal above medicine, at wholesale and retail, for relief, Mr. Caleb Symmes, who was his
S. Pike of Providence, and by the following neighbor, and ivho (owing to the extraordin
DRINKERS OF ARDENT SPIRIT, way prayed for, and immediately after estate of said deceased :
persons only at retail: Samuel Andrews, ary benefit he had himself experienced from
said view will at some convenient place
LOOK AT THIS!
ORDERED—That the said administrator Seth W. Fowle, Joseph T. Brown, Wm. L.
Tn one of the northern towns in the state in the vicinity, hear the parties. Said notice give notice to all persons interested, by Richardson, Ashel Boyden, Benjamin Hig its use,) recommended the article with such
to
be
by
causing
the
Town
Clerk
of
North
causing a copy of this order to be published gins, Erastus S. Holden, Charles French, confidence as induced Mr. R. to make use
of New York, considerable excitement has
been occasioned by a recent developement Berwick to be served with an attested copy three weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ambrose Seaton, Pearson and Rowland, of it, which he did, with the usual success
of said petition and this order thereon, by Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
attending its administration, viz ; immediate
on the part of a spirit merchant, which has causing the same to be posted up in three
Charles Holbrook, Whitwell and Richards.
For Sale, wholesale and retail, in Portland, mitigation ofpain, relief, and cure !
given the cause of temperance a new im public places in said town and by causing ty, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said coun by Wm. C. Mitchell & Co. Joshua Durgin,
Mr. T. of this city, was attacked with a
pulse, and shewn to moderate drinkers and the same to be published in the Kennebunk ty, on the first Monday in August next, at ten
to drunkards,
Gazette published at Kennebunk, three weeks of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, John Coe, Henry K. Hinkley and David very violent Rheumatism in his back, which
“ That there may be in the cupa spider steeped
successively, each of the other notices and if any they have, why the said account Griffith, Middle street ; in Kennebunk-port, an application of this Liniment (on going to
by Andrew Luques; in Wells, by Joseph
and if the abhorred ingredient be not pre the first of said publications to be thirty days should not be allowed, and the said allow Wilson ; in York, by Andrew Clark ; in bed) instantly relieved, and cured by morn
at
least
before
said
fourth
Tuesday
of
August.
ance made.
sented to the eye, a man may drink and
Gorham, by J. H. and S. C. Clements ; ing—observes he never used any thing
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
drink again, and go from year io year with
in
Limington, by James McArthur, Esq.; which gave him so much and so great relief.
Copy of said Petition and order thereon,
A true copy, Attest,
in
Newfield,
by John Adams ; in Alfred,
An old Revolutionary Officer near Bos
the poison radkiing in his veins, unconscious
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
WM. Cutter Allen, Register.
by Nathan Kendall ; in South-Berwick, ton, was sorely afflicted for years with
of the cause which unnerves his limbs, and
June 7.
June 14.
by Doctors Trafton and Parker ; in Limerick, Rheumatic complaints, especially in his
pollutes all his springs of happiness. The
by Stimpson & Co. ; in Dover, by John h. joints and limbs, which were frequently
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Saco,
within
merchant alluded to, observed that after sel
®UST WANTED.
Wheeler and A. A. Tufts; at Great Falls, by ‘
and
for
the
county
of
York,
on
the
first
ling out a cask of spirit, there remained sev
LL persons indebted to the subscribers,
Dr. Wingate, and by most Dealers who pur much swollen,—could obtain only tempora
Monday
in
June,
m
the
year
of
our
Lord
eral gallons of foul unsightly sediment, which
by note or account of more than 3
chase L. Dam’s medicines, in all of the New- ry relief from medical advice, or the use of
months standing, are requested to pay the eighteen hundred and thirty four, by the Hon. England States.
on examination w’as found to consist of va
various remedies, and had dispaired of help;
WILLIAM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
rious drugs, some that could be distinguished same immediately, as we do not wish to em
when a friend who had witnessed the won
July 13,1833.
tf.
Court:
derful effects of this Liniment, advised him
and some that could not, but all judged un barrass a Lawyer with the collection of our
N the petition of Sarah Mason, admin
debts.
HUBBARD
&
BROOKS.
Commissioners^ JTotiee,
fit fdr the use of human beings. These vile
istratrix of the estate of Simon Mason, THE subscribers having been appointed to make use of it, which he did, with the
Doughty’s Falls, June Iff, 1834.
3m.
compounds had been infused in the liquor to
late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, de
by the Judge of Probate for the Coun most happy effect ; it reduced the swelling
ceased, representing that the personal estate ty of York to receive and examine the claims in one night.
give to a spurious article the appearance of
Books
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the of the creditors of
genuineness. Such are the effects of a traf
(This article is considered so superior
just debts which he owed at the time of his
fic founded in a dishonest and ungenerous
to every thing else, and to possess such un
SAY WARD,
D.
REMICH
death by the sum of three hundred dollars, late ot York,MARY
in said county, widow, deceased, common virtues, that it is orderedfrom dis
disregard to the welfare and happiness of
AS just received a large assortment of and praying for a license to sell and convey
estate is represented insolvent,) here tant parts of the country.)
others ; a traffic whose object, end and aim
Miscellaneous & School Books ; so mtich of the real estate of said deceased, (whose
by give notice that six months, commencing
are the aggrandizement of self, at whatever
An agent recently writes i 11 Please send
Writing and Letter Paper, a great variety
:
as may
be necessary for the payment of said the 5th day of May, 1834, have been allowed
cost to the welfare of others !
and almost every article of Stationary usually debts and incidental charges :
me
a further supply of Jebb’s Liniment the
to said creditors to bring in and prove their
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no claims ; and that we will attend the service first opportunity.—I shall probably sell a
Did moderate drinkers and drunkards inquired for.
June 13, 1834.
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
know that in nine casas out of ten what
us at the d’ivelling-house of Alexan considerable quantity, as it is recommended
to all persons interested in said estate, by assigned
they drink is not what it is called, but a
der McIntire, in York aforesaid, on the first by some of our physicians very highly.
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
Bibles
&
Testameats.
horrible mixture of noxious ingredients,
Tuesday in June next, and the first Tuesdays
Another agent writes : ((I wish you to
UARTO, Royal Octavo, Pronouncing, in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken of the five following months from 4 o’clock forward me some more of Jebb’s Liniment,
would they swallow these medicated draughts
nebunk,
in
said
county,
three
weeks
succes

. Duodecimo and Pocket Bibles, in a
to 6 o’clock in the afternoon of said days.
with the same reckless indifference that they
which has recommended itself very highly.”
sively,
that they may appear at a Probate
great variety of bindings ; Octavo, Duodeci

Dated the 5th day of May, in the year of
now do ? Investigations are going forward mo and Pocket Testaments ; for sale very Court to be holden at Limerick, in said
Price 50 cents a bottle.
Lord one thousand eight hundred and
county, on the first Monday in July next, at
which it is hoped will expose the system of low by
D. REMICH.
thirty-four.
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
frauds and adulterations, bring to light the
Iff’The Painful and Debilitating Com
June 13, 1834.
ALEX. MclNTIRE,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
recipes for the fabrication of high priced li
plaint of
THO’S. SAVAGE.
said petition should not be granted.
quors, and the numberless abuses insepara
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
ble from a traffic in its nature immoral.
A true copy,—Attest,
When this developement shall take place,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
fJlHIS
Vegetable Medicine stands unrival- receives immediate relief, and in numerous,
[Price reduced to 25 cenfe.]
June 7.
A led for the following complaints, viz :
the moderate drinker, the drunkard, and the
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
instances has been thoroughly cured,
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ;
community at large, will have a better op
cation. See directions.
by the administration of
COMMISSIONER^NOTICE?
Bilious
Disorders
;
Jaundice
;
Dropsy
;
Asth

portunity to judge of the nature of the traffic
HE character of this celebrated Oint
DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR THE.
ma
;
Costiveness
;
Bilious
Cholic
;
for
Worms
;
THE
subscribers,
appointed
by
the
Judge
against which we feel it our duty to lift up a
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
of Probate for the County of York, Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast ¡.Loss
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
warning voice. Against a traffic so des
Commissioners to receive and examine the of Appetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness;
disease
called
the
Itch
—
and
for
all
kinds
of
tructive of life, so fatal to happiness, so
Shortness
of Breath; Nervous
Com
claims of the creditors to the estate of
HIS approved compound also miti?
blighting in its influence on national and in pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
plaints, fyc.
PORTER SANDS,
ticle
for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
gates and removes the symptoms
dividual prosperity, our duty to our Maker, The well shows JAUNDICE BITTERS,
This medicine is of a warming, cheering
of Kennebunk, in said County, deceased, and invigorating nature: whereas, it is well which frequently accompany that disorder,
to outraged humanity, and to the cause we which are so eminently useful for removing late
represented insolvent, and six months being known many other cathartics have directly
and increase the danger of the patient, viz.;
advocate, compels us to array ourselves, all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
allowed for the creditors to bring in and prove
and to pledge our lives to an opposition Afresh supply is just received, and for sale'by their claims, hereby give notice that they \yill an opposite tendency; and it has a most pow pains in the Loins—Headache—loss of
erful influence, exceeded by no other medi
which shall be unending while the evil exists
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
attend for that purpose at the office of John cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is Appetite—Indigestion, and other marks of
debility.
ENOCH GOODALE, SaCo.
Frost, in said Kennebunk, on the last Sat
in our land.
urday of June inst. and on the last Saturdays pleasant to take, and in its operation so much
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
A relieved Patient writes from a distance,
We call upon the friends of the cause
Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney. Hastings, of the five following months from 2 till 5 so, that it may be administered to the tender <£ It is but justice to you to inform you, that
in every part of the Union, for facts and
infant with safety.
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P. o’clock P. M. of each of said days.
I have used your Dumfries’ Remedy for
connected with this particular feature Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
JOHN FROST,
of the spirit trade.-—We ask but for full and be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
THESE Powders are a most valuable the Piles for sometime past, and have found
WM. W. WISE.
explicit information, that all concerned may
composition for young or old, male or female. it eminently successful.”
Kennebunk, June 5, 1834.
They are useful and safe for violent colds, fe
An Officer in the army observes—-il I
know the motives and understand the prin
IN
ALL
ITS
BRANCHES.
vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain have been troubled for years with the Piles,,
ORN for sale, by the subscriber.
ciples and the practical result of a trade
in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic, and have never found any remedy that
WM. LORD.
@
which has yet its millions of advocates and
loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi would compare with yours. It gave me al
supporters in our favored land.
EGS leave to inform the inhabitants of June 3, 1834.
tation of the heart, rheumatism, female com
Kennebunk
and
its
vicinity,
as
well
as
Formerly about twelve quarts of proof
plaints,
caused by colds, and all kinds of hu most immediate relief.”
the public generally, that he has commenced
spirit was procured by distillation from a
A Physician and Druggist writes, I
mors.
E
BBLS.
SUPERFINE
FLOUR,
bushel of grain ; by what change in the pro business at Kennebunk village. He has an
have sold all the medicine you sent me,
HOLMAN
’
S
BONE
OINTMENT.
For
sale
by
WM.
LORD.
arrangement by which he will receive the la
cess are sixteen quarts now afforded ? Has test fashions from Boston, New-York, and
FTTHIS Ointment stands at the head of all which is so highly recommended for the
June 6, 1834.
A remedies for the following diseases Piles. I wish you to send me one dozen
a method been discovered of separating other places, immediately after their introduc
which human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheu more by the bearer.”
what is called “ corn oil” from distilled li tion.
LORD CABOT.
matism, both Chronic and inflammatory—
The remedy is quite innocent, and may
quor, and what is the effect of this upon the
By this, the employment of the best work
HIS beautiful and tho Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten be administered to all ages and both sexes.
quality ?
men, and a prompt attention to the calls of
rough bred young dons of long standing.
his customers, he hopes to merit and receive
Plain and ample Directions with a descrip
BLOOD HORSE, is of anIt discusses all tumors—renders stiff joints tion of the complaint accompany each
Pungent Language.—-By Rev. Mr. a portion of public patronage.
limber
by
producing
a
healthy
muscular
ac

elegant
dark
Chestnut
Color,
Should any doubt his skill, will they but
Pierpont of Boston.—il I sit at my win
package, which consists of two boxes, one
afford him an opportunity, he will, by a good with a star, black main, tailand legs,both tion.
dow,” said he “ in the thronged city, of a fit and faithful execution, endeavor to remove hind feet partially white below the pastern It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. Noth containing an Ointment and the other an
bright, sunny day, when thp winds are quiet, their scruples. All garments warranted to joints. He is 6 years old in, June next; 15 ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts Electuary.—Price $1 for both articles or
hands high ; with a great share of bone and in females if applied in its early stage, pre 50 cents where but one is wanted.
and all nature seems rejoicing beneath the suit.
smiling skies—-and I hear in the distance the
Ladies’ Habits cut in a fashionable style, and muscle. His Grandsire was the unrivalled vents suppuration or matter forming, and
*%None genuine unless signed on the
rumbling of approaching wagons, laden with other cutting will be attended to with prompt Horse American Eclipse, that was sold the gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
Certificates
of
this
fact
could
be
given
if
ne

last
season,
at
the
age
of
19
years,
for
$10,000,
the product of the distillery. As they roll ness.
etor,T. Kidder, immediate successor i
(t/^The Sammer fashions will be received and now stands on Long Island, in the State cessary.
by my dwelling with their ponderous freight
This remedy is offered to the public with the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For se
of New-York, for the use of mares, at $100
in
a
few
days.
in immense casks shaking thé firm pavement
the season. His dam by the celebrated Mor the full assurance that it far excels the opo with all the other “ Conway Medicine
Kennebunk, April 4, 1834.
3m.
and causing the very houses to tremble, I
gan Horse. She would trot a mile in two deldocs and liniments of the present day, for at his counting Room, No. 99, next d(
look forth upon them, and would fain trace
minutes and forty-five seconds, and fifteen the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted J. Kidder’s DrugStore, corner of
Temperance Tales.
miles
an hour, with ease ; and is now valued to give it the decided preference to every & Hanover streets, near Concert Ha1'
out their ultimate destination. And I am
O. 1.—My Mother’s Gold Ring.
thing else. Many physicians of eminence
oftentimes led, in the course of my profes
No. 2.—-Wild Dick and Good Little high for a brood mare.
have used this ointment and extol its merits. ton :—& also, by his special appoi
Robin.
sional avocations, to follow in the track of
LORD
CABOT
JOHN LILLIE, Kenm
No. 3.—I am afraid there is a God.
ff/^The above medicines are prepared by
those huge vehicles through the streets ; ru
Will be at his Stable in Biddeford, the
%*Large discount to those whc
No.
4.
—
A
Sectarian
Thing.
—
For
sale
by
and
for
sale
by
CHARLES
HOLMAN,
Pen

minating as I go upon the results to which
present Season, ready to wait upon visitors,
sell again.
D. REMICH.
they are tending—and thinking as their enor
at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, to hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may
May 24, 1834.
insure a foal. All Mares disposed of within be found a general assortment of Vegetable
mous wheels revolve upon the agitated pave
medicines, and also by the following gen
woti e
a year, will be charged as With foal.
ment, how many hearts of faithful wives,
tlemen
At Kennebunk, by John Lillie ; THE subscriber having contra.
NOTICE.
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
and of guiltless children, the movements of Xsjmrm, Kennebunkport r
at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls,
the town of Kennebunk, to su'
those wheels must inevitably crush /”
We the undersigned, having known Lord by Timothy Walcott, (General Agent,) Ste poor of said town for one year, her '
Mollis. Biddeford & Saco. Cabot
fronli a colt, do without hesitation pro phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover, J. notice that he has made suitable prov
Cheering Prospects.—More than 700 ves ALL persons indebted to Dr. LEVI J. nounce him a first rate thorough bred Horse, H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts ; Portland, them at the town Work-House, and
HAM, in either of the above named and well deserving the,patronage of the public. David Griffith.
forbids all persons harboring or trusti
sels are sailing from this country to all parts
towns, are hereby notified that he has left his
RUFUS BANKS,
%*A11 directions signed in the hand wri of the Paupers of said town, as he is
of the world, some of them on the longest demands at the office of Wm. C. Allen, Esq.
STEPHEN LITTLEFIELD,
ting of the proprietor.
mined to pay no bill for their support. >
and most perilous voyages, without spiritu in Alfred, for collection.
JERE. MILLIKEN.
CHARLES HOLMAN.
ALEXANDER G. FURNAL0
ous liquor.
June 2.
Biddeford, March 15,1834.
4m.
Sept. 14.
I Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
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